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6 MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS OF

The Chairman : We have with us this morning, Mayor Walmsley, 
of Belleville, ^nd \> am sure you will all be pleased to meet him. 

(Applause.)
' Mayor Walmsley : Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Associa

tion of Executivajtdealth Officers of the Province of Ontario. It 
affords me very great pleasure, on behalf of the city, to welcome you 
to Belleville and to these halls. We wish you to accept the freedom 
of the city in the fullest possible sense, In a recent contmunication 
Dr. Bryce stated that he had passed through many difficulties in 
Belleville. I hope that^pu, gentlemen, Will encounter no difficulties, 
but that your stay here will be most pleasant, and that your delibera

tions will, be to your proht and to our good. (Applause.)
The Chairman : The first paper on the programme is entitled : 

“ Our Principal Foods, and some ways in which they may be rendered 
injurious,’*1 by Dr. Vaux, Brockville.

The Secretary : It has been our practice, Mr. Chairman, to 
tinue the reading of papers bearing on the same subject, before the 
discussion of the group, and I would suggest that we also hear Ur. 
Kitchen’s paper at this stage, and likewise a paper by Dr. Dean, if 
the latter gentleman is present.

Dr. '\ aux then proceeded to read his paper.
Dr. Kitchen, St. George, afterwards read a paper on “Sanitary 

preparation of the food products of Milk.”
Dr. Dean not having yet arrived, it was moved by Dr. Kitchin, 

seconded by Dr. Tracy, and resolved, that his paper be read by the 
Secretary.

The Chairman : These three papers on associated subjects are 
now before you for discussion. I notice that Dr. Sheard’s name is 
on the programme to open the discussion.

Dr. Sheard, Toronto, said : I have listened with great pleasure to 
the papers read by Dr. Vaux and Dr. Kitchen, and 1 think they have 
covered the subject so thoroughly and completely that very little is 
left to be discussed. The liability of milk to disseminate contagious 
disease is pretty generally admitted, and it is certainly a very im
portant medium. So much is this the case, that a thorough and 
careful inspection of all places where milk is stored, becomes i

matter of imj 
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toxio|n., There case brought to my notice in Toronto whore 
it was suspected the milk had actually been poisoned, and delivered, 
it was thought possibly, with homicidal intent. The symptôme were 
those of the action of tyrotoxioon, and it was quite possible that that 
product had been developed in connection 
milk,
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it had been jolted round in the streets for some time, and gave rise 
to the symptom# of acute poisoning. Some of the milk. was carefully
examined by Professor Ellis, and I saw him afterwards. He failed
to find it, >nd we made some similar examinations, hut did not 
discover ahy very satisfactory evidence of the existence of tyrotoxioon, 
although the symptoms were well marked.

Then'as to the question of wlmt constitutes healthy stock. I do 
know;that it would lie very prudent for me to venture an opinion 

not being familiar with cattle and farm work, but we used to be told 
4ral abtyt the Jersey cattle. J think it has been

not
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.. pretty

generally| concluded that the Jersey .cow is not suitable for the
Canadian^farmer It is a cow which yields very delicious milk, rich 
in butternut, bqt it needs far too much care and attention for the 
ordinary ferme,<in this inclement country. The winter weather doe. 
not scent- to ag
farm. Jf we can have her carefully housed and cleansed, as the 
doctor Ip-re has suggested, then we may get the full value. I think, 
without the Jersey cow is properly treated and oared for, pneumoni. 
U very; likely to develop in the lung, and possibly she may get 
tuberculin and actinomycosis. I think that ia in the main tree. 
As far as I know from reports in my district, the Ayrshire and the 
Holstein combination seems to have the preference amongst dairy 
farmer», principally on account of vigor of constitution, and the 
legs liability to evil influences from inclement weather, 
frequently been asked—I think a health otlicer should know pretty 
nearly everything—what cow would bë beat for a dairy farmer to 
have. Probably tome of those who hav^had experience in country i 
districts, and have made a careful inspection of cattle, which I have 
not, might be able to express an opinion. I Think however, one 
point we might insist upon, through the Provincial Board, would be
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I do not know that I say more than to express my gratifica
tion at, and interest in, the papers which I have been pleased to 
listen to this morning.
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Dr. Oassidy : 1 have listened with a great deal of pleasure to the 
pa|*rs which have been read by my friends Drs Vaux and Kitchen. 
The pleasure is all the more enhanced, because I think it is just as 
will to commence at the beginning, and if we can introduce our pro
tective system at the very entrance into the body, I really think we 
shall have accomplished a very good work. We know that 
requires food, and we also know that the poison which attacks him 
from the cradle up to the grave, finds entrance *rough that food. 
Therefore the consideration of this question of food, and the prépara- 
tion of the'various forms of food, is one of the very first importance,
ami I think should be well entertained by medical men and sanitari
ans.

mo
a man

I listened with a great deal of satisfaction also to the very care
fully prepared and original paper of Dr. Kitchen. The doctor no 
doubt has given a great deal of attention to the sifbjèct, and he ap- 
pears to be fully competent to speak upon it ; and it is interesting 
to us as Canadians to know in considering this matter in which the 
physiologist, the hygienist, and the agriculturist can all join hands, 
that it is one that not only touches our feelings and our pockets as 
men but at the same time our feelings as scientists and students of 
physiology. Anything that

very 
have children t 
trouble, and 1 
pie of Toronto I
and one who ps 
roundings of thadvance the wealth of this country, 

is naturally of the first importance to Canadians, and if the sanitari- 
unite with the agriculturist and help to bring about this de

sirable result and increase the food products of this country tos 
degree that will compare with Australia or Denmark, he will be 
doing something more than simply preventing the sprt-ad of disease.

I am inclined to think from my observation of sanitary matters 
since 1882, and I have been identified with them since that year, s 
great many people in this country—I do not say it in a critical 
are inclined to think the meetings of sanitary officers are affairs that 
simply concern the doctors. They say : “ This is a meeting of doc
tors

can
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The doctors are going to hear papers to be read,” etc. 1 am
sorry to see that impression still prevails. This is a matter that does
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«*--PP sszz-rzxi;three times a day. The meat he eats is therefore a matter of vital 

.mportance to him. We know from data obtained from Germany 
and England that there is a very considerable percentage of tube, 
culosis in the meat that finds its way into the slaughterhouse, and we 
have reason to believe the conditions which exist in European 
countries are not peculiar to them alone, but also 
lands.
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have some attempt made to introduce
»he« th. Provincial Board ol Health f* commenced iu meetine, 
I, as a young enthusiast, felt very deeply on that matter. I L 
qu,te so yching now, but I feel quite the same in regard to this que,, 
tion. At one of our meetings, as far back as 1883 or 1884, I think 
I spoke about the advisability of having an abattoir. It is not an 
expensive .flair, and it certainly would be a good thing. If an 
abattoir were established it would enable the views ol the sanitarian 
to t)e carried out, the wholesaler to receive his product in good shape 
and the food, which was to be in a satisfactory condition, to be hand-’ 
ed to the consumer in such a way asto do him the least harm, and 
probably the most good. I certainly think an examination of meat 
is of the very utmost importance. I remember at one* our recent 
meetings, I think the German Consul, Mr. Nordhoimer, in his official

. ®apHC,ty> wanted know-he was really asking the question for the 
German Government—if there

we could really 
a public abattoir. Years ago

am not

any systematic inspection
amination of meat, or meat products, before they were exported 
Canada ,, deeply interested in this question of the exportation of 
meat products, and before long we may have very important work, 
going on in Toronto, or its^nity. The Germans are an exceed- 
mgly methodical people and they are commencing to have serious 
doubts about the quality of our tinned meats. There is a feeling of 
apprehension that possibly canned meats may Wain poisons which 
are destructive to life. When the enquiry was made we simply hsd 
to reply that as far as we knew there was no such examination in 
this country. Now there was the positive reply to a straight question, 
and the people in Germany know therefore as far as Canada, is con-

was or ex
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it long and that he understands it thqroughly, and if we have a lead
ing place in this Association with regard to the advocacy of such 
matters we ought to place him there.

Dr. Hutchinson

stances in t 
way most ol
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that various 
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point, snd ti 
that sort of 
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^and the late he 
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get information, 
who had the anio 
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^ did not get here in time to hear Dr. Kit-

m London we have a large pork packing establishment in London 
oarried on by an Anglo-Danish company, who kill perhaps 1,500, or 
-.000 hogs a week. Recently they sent over a cargo of pork to 
Copenhagen, and the meat was refused entrance there until it could 
be certified that some form of public inspection had been undergone 
in Canada There was no such thing, and the pork lay there until 
another le ter, or cablegram came back, and now the company get a 
certificate from me every time, that I have examined the pork 
it is unsatisfactory ; we want a public inspection.

Dr. Cassidy : Yes, certainly ; that is the point.
Dr Hutchison : I merely state this to show you how urgent it 

is that a public inspection should be made.
Dr. Bryck : I would admit it is 

to the discussion of 
matter of

But

very desirable that in addition 
l^e general necessities for inspection in the 

food products, that the Association-should, if possible, go 
a little further a id express its opinion in 
The reason I state this is, that for ten
of the Health Act, the Provincial Board has from year to year as 
local necessities gave rise to the opinion that legislation 
introduced amendments along various lines 
ing the Act, so

some very practical form.
years now, since the creation

could be got, 
with the idea of improv-

that it would cover conditions, which at the time the . 
«ngm.ll, passed, did not appear to have the force „ 

•ter ,e.ra have .boon them to have. W, have endearomd eine, 
that time, notably in 1890, in 1891, in 1894 and in 1895, to dml 
apecific.il,, with the diaero, of animal., and the inapeoti 
products. Last year you will remember there 
heated discussion—if I may be allowed to 
to legislative debates 
the debates took

‘s Act was SOI

on of food 
was a great deal of 

that term with regard 
-on the subject of tuberculosis. We know that

on not a scientific but a political form, and with a 
new to enabling the public far p„„ib|e km, ,hj
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they should be seized. After a good deal of trouble, as you know 
they having slipped out of my hands as far as Belleville, and 
subsequently to Montreal, 1 got them captured in the latter city 
and killed there. Now one of our difficulties at that time, and I 
thmk possibly still existing, wa, this: There was the old time meat 
inspector appointed by the city council, and he had charge of the 
inspection of the cattle market, and as far as I know these officers 
did not then, and I do not know that they do 
direct supervision of the health officer.

Dr. 8heard : No, they do not.
Dr. Bryce : .Now the appointee of the council at the cattle mar- 

ket is supposed to be there at all times that carloads have come in 
an any animal which has actinomycosis or tuberculosis is supposed 
to ba se,zed, and any injured animal is supposed to be sent to the 
knackers and so on. Now the whole safety of Toronto is dependent

• as far as 1 understand it, under possibly 
: which has charge of the cattle yards. I 

an uncommon thing, even with the law as 
existing, to see cattle suffering from actinomycosis on the Toronto 
market to-day. I have been informed by butchers that such cattle 
do appear there yet, and I know from reports throughout the count, 
that many such are being constantly sent out of the districts and 
shipped away on trains to destinations that are not always known 
It seems, to me that under such circumstance, some very decided 
course must be pursued both inside and outside Toronto, if 
going to do anything in this matter at all. In Toronto the question 
.» more difficult to deal with, owing to the <act, which is encountered 
elsewhere from my observation in the municipalities, that butchers 
and drovers formée very important element in many of . 
pal councils. They are positive men, and evidently take 
interest in public affairs. Now I have been 
they find it very difficult to get 
ducer of cattle in Toronto. There is

now, come under the

upon this one i 
a committee of 
know for a fact it is not

we are

our munici- 
a positive 

told by butchers the» 
the original shipper or intio 

a certain set of men who get in 
between the shipper and the butcher, and the latter find, it is very 
difficult to purchase the best cattle, directly, and he ha. to tak 
pretty much as they are handed out to him.
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ditto, of the slaughterhouses them,elves, ,„d I jo not conceive to. 
daj that w, have any question bearing closely upon the work 
the association, of
milk is better handled than it

have a care 
prior to sale 
the farmers 
mg them in 
That is a d

pressing importance—not even milk and

r not only in the feeding hTdtg

the animals, when they come to be put on' the market f„, 
.laughter, VV.th regard to tuberculosis, moat of you kno, theteaultt 
of the Ia.t commis.,on published this year in England. They onl, 
point out the absolute danger of tuberculoid meat, even although 
they point out that the muscles or lean meat in 
be used.

1 will not proceed further, but I trust we shall 
cession have some resolution, taking positi™ .h.pe i„ ,hi. 
to be mibmitted possibly to-night at th, public meeting, and that 
shall not real until municipal inspections of meat are on such 
t iat we may have a reasonable certainty, at any rate, that 
not eating either diseased meat, or meat improperly killed.

Dr. Shkabd : It is true as Dr. Bryce has said, that in Toronto the 
utics ot inspecting markets and meat are combined and that the in 

specter ,s not under Medical Health Department, although I think 
.t would be better if he were. That official inspects the market, 
and he has the licenses under his cont.ol, and therefore it is con
tended ,t is more easy for him to inspect the meat In reference u, 
the case of the animal that was slaughtered, to which allusion wu 
made by Dr. Bryce, that animal died or was injured on the train '
It was slaughtered by the men in the car, and prepared as if for th, 

mar et. It got down to the Don station, or possibly beyond that 
and was seized. That would be unavoidable in any case. It 
not slaughtered in the market, nor was it at the market at all I 
heartily agree with what Dr. Cassidy has said, 
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Dr. Hutchison : I would like to illustrate the difficulties health 
officers have to encounter in the inspection of animals after they are 
killed. In London, a short time ago, we had some beef condemned 
on the market. I seized the meat and examined it, and had a bac- 
teriologist examine it, and found it was good looking meat. Rumors 
got out shortly after this meat was sold that it was 
conducted

with a 
all the best 
the local bi

very

away, and w 
diseased. T 
before the pc 
board are me 
I mention tf 
efforts to do 
do—to establ 

Drj Bryci 
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which may bec< 
good general cli 
deal with almos 
turn to the nii 
which we have

cancerous. We
an investigation and examined witnesses, and it was 

shown that this cow had had an immense cancer just near the anus. 
A local butcher bought it from a farmer for $2, and he sold >he beef 
at 85 a quarter. The local butcher hired a man to killjthe beef, and

was rendered so sick by the 
horrible stench coming from the cancer that he vomited, and had to 
relinquish ^he task. The

the man when he came near the beef

cancer was cut away from the cow_I
the place where it was taken out—and the beef 
could not find anything wrong witbthat beef, and these 
not come out until after

saw
was sold. Now, we 

rumors did
we allowed the beef to be sold. I merely 

mention this to show how necessary it is that animals should be 
inspected before death. any

The Chairman : Dr Hutchison’s experience is a little different 
to my own. In Chatham short time ago it was reported by the 
Harwich health officer that an animal was slaughtered and sent Into » 
butcher’s shop ; that it was supposed to bp healthy, but that it had 
a lump on its jaw. Our inspector went down to the hide factory, 
got hold of the lump, and brought it into the magistrate’s 
where the case was being prosecuted. The stench from it

room
was pretty

bad, and the presence of that lump had a great deal to do with 
obtaining the conviction of the man offeiing the meat for sale, who 
was fined $50. There is a great deal in having the right kind of 
magistrate to adjudicate upon a case of that sort.

Dr. Shkard: Hear, hear.

or health officer 
animal. carcase, 
Prepared for sale 
not intended aha] 
‘battoirs, that w 
‘•on. It doeThe Chairman : And a great deal in making as good or as bid 

an impression as possible for the culprit. This meat question has to 
another phase that has not yet^een brought out in the present 

discussion. In the neighborhood of the baby city of Chatham, yon 
all know, we have excellent grazing grounds, and we raise a greet 
many cattle, but it is a notable fact that our markets are supplied

s se<
act- The cheese 
c°me under the si 
licensed. If the 1 
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•re not ..«.factory the bo.rd o™ chfae them down. Th.t, „ I 
Mdemfand the 1„, would be very effective unie™ the council «id : 

\ 1 Wl11 e8tabl,sh ,fc end y°ur board of health must regulate it”
Dr. Shkard : It has been proven in court lately that a license 

once granted cannot be revoked. We had it tried in the city of 
Toronto on two occasions. J

instance afti 

was wholesc 
butchers hav 
ing beea-^ci 

are going to i

preparedand 
animal which 

^ certainly not 

remember see; 
suffered that 
•nd the questi 
animal sufferir 

Professor 5 

mycosis injure 
Public Health

Dr. Bryce : Before a police magistrate ? 
Dr. Siikard : Yes, and it 

court ; and it was held that
was appealed and taken to a higher 

, _ once a bcense was given it was the busi-
ness of the authorities to put the law into force with reference to 
controlling and regulating ; that the privilege could not be revoked • 
that the municipality had ’
could show sufficient

no power to withhold a license unless they 
reason to satisfy the court. The Nquestion was 

raised in reference to a license granted to a restaurant,Jthich comes 
under the same meaning, so I am advised. The license granted the 
restaurant was revoked. »

Dr. Bryck : Was that a liquor license ? 
Dr. Shkard 

court that a license
: The restaurant sold liquor, and it was held by the

once granted could not be revoked, bul that it 
held tor th. period gntuted. I hmj th. „me m.«o, up Jf„„ 
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course is to bring the person to the police court, 
convict him on evidence, and have him fined, 
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We were 
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appear 
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I *t the meat is 
I Pablic slaughter!
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named in the Acl 
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Then when the dii 
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So with regard to a
you must specify what the nuisance is. It is a matter 

purely of evidence, and you have got to give the license, if it is 
applied for, or else give substantial
it .bould nut 1» gmuted. n.„ .ft,, lh. g„„«lg o( t|l, licm„ a
thur. .. . uui.rn.ee you b.,e got to .hoi the uui«uoo ..fat, „J 
have the* offender punished in accordance with the Act.

Dr. Pll : With reference to diseased cattle I cannot for the life 
of me see how it is a city like Toronto should not have public 

abattoirs. I cannot understand how it would-be possible, in every

comto show the court whyreasons

r our

\
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firmjy localized in a tissue 

waste, when what
very soon thereafter the animal begins to 

we may style pyæmia begins to prevail. PU8 will 
accumulate locally in an abscess, and the 
absorption and general wasting, 
of others is,

but whethei 

healthy, pay 
of the people 
herd the cow 
lead to the 

paying quant 
of creameries 
reach the rig 
him that he ii 
is that his bu 

want that ma 
cleaifty, ai 

thus get a hig 
him he will aii 

Mr. W. F. 

on “ The Oare 
At one o’cl

process gees on of general 
I do not know what the opinion 

. but ï think the general opinion in Germany and England
18 hat Bt that 8ta«e- any rate the meat, no matter what the p„, 

is rom-whether actinomycosis or any other disease-cannot be con- 
sidered wholesome. I do not think you can assume the disease i, 

not infectious, because my information from different parts of the 
country is this : If it has got on a farm, 
a post, for instance, where the abscess is

an animal rubbing against
... , - on the outside, will leave

some discharge on the post. Other cattle in the barnyard will *
and rub t|>tre, and whether it is infectious only by food or not, we 

o now that some farmyards will produce a disproportionate num- 
ber of actinomycoeed cattle. I think so far as practice goes w, had

as it is.

are

better in the meantime leave the Act 

Dr. Vaox : I was very glad to bring out remarks made by other 
members of the association with regard to the further i 

meat. I quite agree with what Dr. Sheard and others have said
with regard to the necessity of having public abattoirs. 1._____

very little m.at sold in the town of Brock ville where I live, except
that brought from the west, and if we knew this meat had been sub- 

jected to a

nspection of

There is -^The associa 

r. Ala Mao 
chair.
»

critical examination before killing, it certainly 
very pleasing to us. ^thank the association for the kind 
in which they have spoken of the paper.

Dr. Kitchbn

would be The Pkk8idi 
I regret very m 
be with yon at i 

occurred to Re 
prayer. I gee t 
him to be good c 

After prayer 
The Prisidk; 

Hope, who 

able to join us.

manner

I am rather timid about saying anything further 

upon my paper, as we have taken up so much time. It is hardly fair 
to others who come after us with papers. There are 

points, however, I would like to make a little reference to. With 
regaid to the class of animals, I did.not wish to enter into the debat 
able ground of “kind,” but as medical

«

one or two

are frequently asked 
what kind of cattle are the best it might be well to be decided on 
the matter.

men
was t

It is not the kind of cattle, whether Ayrshire or Jersey,
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/ Dr. Vaux
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would be better to read two 
we have discussion, as the subjects 

other that discussion would 
•«me lines for each one of them.

Mr. 0. O. Horotsky, C.
Ontario, next read

or three 
are so closely 

naturally follow in the
allied to each

E-, of the Public Works Department of

At this point Rev. Canon 
unable to.fulfil his

wou
ntario.”

Buiikk explained that lie would be 
open the evening meeting with 

Dean Oarey to kindly undertake

engagement to 
prayer, and ho asked Rev. Rural 
the duty for him.

I ten or twelve y< 
I one was able to 
I ville felt a little 

I during the separ 

it had been a peri 
mean that there 

I not improve if th 
Brock ville where 
it left the pipe, tl 
sequence, and on

Rev. Mr. Carky replied that 

Mr. W. C. Ohipman, 0.
“ Pr°gres8 and Practical S 

Dr. Macdonald during a 
mission to
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E., Toronto, followed with 

uccess
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The discussion
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•n Massachusetts th 
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manage in connection with other system
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they had no trouble whatever in disposing of the sewage proper from 
the town. The only trouble they met was in disposing of manufac 
turmg waste, and refuse from tanneries, woollen mills and so forth. 
There was no difficulty in running house sewage on to land, bat 
w.th the refute from factories and manufacturing works they might 
expect the ground to get clogged up in time, unless preventive 
measures in the/shape of ploughing up the land and working it 
were resorted to.

I district any d 
I anything to di 
I that lime soli 
I water, was dei 
I laad of that m 
I some of the va 
I and that goiti 
I supposed the ] 
I important facte 
I it seems to hav. 
I at all different 1 

I by the cretins w
■ of the sun did n
■ dull, damp,
1 had been showr 
I went, had the si 
E the atmospheric 
1 real cause of the <

Mr. Thos. V
■ drainage possessei

Mr. W. R. At 
I <ny city by the P 
I the latter body i 
I provided for at the 
I the city of Bellevi

■ drainage system.
The President 

I of the tiltration or 

|«ome form of dealii 
Intention. Last y 

ham the question < 
J The supply at that

the waterworks

' V

Mr. Chipman, speaking wit^Jerence to the filtration of sewage, 
said that when in Massachusetts last year he examined the beds he 
found in some places they were not in a sanitary condition and were 
very offensive. That he believed was attributable to the inattention 
or inexperience of the men in charge, because in 
where a sjbailar process prevailed,, everything 
and there was no offence whatever, 
men

an adjacent town 
in perfect order, 

As much depended upon the 
in charge or the quantity as upon the character of the 

With respect to methods of disposal, he preferred to see the sewsg, 
« haetened.on lta way to decomposition rather than to have it retarded. 

He thought the proper way was to send it on its ultimate destinstion 

as possible. It should be applied as soon and as expeditiouiiy 
as possible to land far from where any damage or nuisance could be 
created. He desired >> submit a question which had been aeked 
him no longer than a week ago by a medical man, It wasthi.. 
Does the continued and constant use of hard water tend to increw 
any of the diseases of the organs of man, or tend to form, within the 
arteries, carbonate of lime 1

was
unw

sewage.

as soon

Dr. Bryce replied that so far as the amount of lime in any clw 
of water that any one person was likely to take was concerned.it 

to be true, if compared with the ordinary amount of lime 
solids in his total food, that there was no evidence of any harmful 
results coming from it. Twenty years ago he analyzed the water of 
the town of Guelph, coming off limestones, which

would seem

was always s hard
water relatively, and so far as he knew there had never existed in the

com

i.
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that was to be increased, and after much negotiation1 backwards 

forwards the former eventually went, to the river Thames and brought 

the water from that source into a large filter. As far as his infor
mation on the point went, he understood th<? system 
filtration with sand of

out of the e 
irrigation, a 
and sold to 
No case of d 
the milk froi 

Rev. Dea 
Province in 

streams.
Dr. Bryc

and

was one of
a particular nature brought from the United 

States. The water was treated by alum in the ordinary way, and 
when it passed through the filter, it came out into a large Receiving 
well or tank, from which it was pumped into the water mains. The 
water supply was carefully examined by the board of health, proved 
satisfactory to them, and the board’s certificate was given that it 
might be used. With reference to the point raised by Mr. Chipman 
on the hardness of water he had given considerable thought to the 
matter, and hoped at some future session to present to them another 
paper in continuation of the subject " Deep well supplies,” 
which he dealt last year. It

struction of a 
cation has bee 
and connectioi 
board’s appro 
system of 8ew( 
work of educat 
sity, and convi 
for the purpos 

Payers, and no 
fopnd possible 

what method ca

with
question to which they might 

very well turn their attention. A large number of Canadian waten 
very hard, and those not hard were more or less of a mineral 

nature. Moreover in many of their water supplies sulphur was very 
largely present, and the question was how far

was a

were

some means might be 
taken for the purification, and also for the softening of the water 
The President th' n went on to deal with the question of the disposal 
of sewage. He described the method pursued in the cities of Glai 
gow and Edinburgh. In the former city, works had been constructed 
for the northwestern district at an immense cost. These

could be instit 
involved the qui 
The question cai
that was where t 

public health wo 
board desired to

were
capable of treating every day four millions of water, 
ment there was by lime and the

The treat-
conditions to which reference 

had already been made, viz : refuse from tanneries, gas works and 
dye and woollen works were dealt with. Experience had shown 
that by increasing the quantity of precipitate put in, they were able 

<1 to treat the conditions of the effluent matter

same

«very case to en 
going to prove a 
hoard had though 

“ You can utilize
of construction, bi

»ny damages, that

as presented to them, 
and there was not a single day in which the preparation of the sedi- 

mentary matter was not altered. The system in vogue in Edinburgh 
that of irrigation, and the sewage of the city was simply emptiedwas
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cattle, from the pollution ; and furthermore at any time when this 
can be shown to have arisen, the Provincial law requires, whop 
demanded by the board, you will introduce a system for the disjKJsal 
of the sewage.”

Mr. H. J. Bowman read a paper on “ Possibility of simple and 
safe house plumbing.”

Dr. Bryck said the association owed Mr. Bowman

| principles lai 
I knowledge in 

their town pli 
had led them 
the next editi 
rincial Board 
*ntl experience 

Mr. Ohipm 

and also to hei 

next revision c 
feront from th< 

code, with the < 
block to engine 

and towns. T1 
the best there v

a very great
debt ofjgratitudo for his illustration of what could be done simply 
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man's paper had been a very great object lesson to all of them, 
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“ The thoughts of men are widened with the process of the suns "
as the Act was framed in 1884, and Mr Bowman's criticisms 

^made in 1895.
wero

There were at the time the Act, with the by lew 
attached^to it, was made, divergent viewa as to what was the Ix-it
method of house plumbing. Tly» method illustrated in the diagram 
in Schedule A was at that time looked upon, in most respects, ai 
fairly satisfactory and it was certainly in advance of the old methodi 
of plumbing, even as they existai in Toronto. The Provincial 

Board, however, had long eince e/en the necessity for\jnoro modern 

and more simple methods of plumbing, and in the annual report for 
1889, if he remembered correctly, the model plumbing by-laws, inch 

. aa exiated now in Berlin, Brantford, Brock ville, and other towm 
here the ae|>arate sewera;e syatem existed, were printed in full. 

IV. Bowman should have taken those to illustrate the preeent view« 
f the board in the matter, and he would have found out they too 

had advanced l/eyond the stage of 1884. While this was the basil 
UP9P which, lor instance, the Toronto plumbing by-law as it now 
existed, was ltiade, section 113 of the Act made it apparent the by

law was in force in every municipality, only ao’long as the munici

pality choie to use it. The by-law might be by the common council 
altered, amended or repealed in every particular, not violating the
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The syphon closet used

got out of order it was not so easy to get rid of the contents of the 
bowl as it was with a wash out closet.

water, and if the syphonic apparatusmore
Mr. Ohii 

•ewers on th 
ing, in which 

Dr. Bhyc 
Mr. Ohii 

about it.

' Mr. Bowm 

suitable form 
reference to I 
out” closet.

The Pkksident pointed, out that the discussion had taken the 

turn v^ry much of whether there should be a trap or no trap. So 
far as a public system of sewerage was concerned, it undoubtedly 

an advantage to have no trap at all on the house drain, or anything 
whatever to interfere with the free How of air through the

was

sewer,
through the house connection, and out at the top of the house. In 
the case of a system such as had prevailed in Toronto for a long 
time, the question of hpvirig’k trap in
tive to the position of an individual’s house and the inside finishin 
“ If you are going to have no trap,” continued the speaker, “ 
drain, then have an iron pipe through the whole length of 
house, and avoid putting your drain under jour house at all.

of expediency, relawas one

!!v

on jour 

your The evening 
meeting at the 
sided.

Bring
your drain straight down and take it outside your house just as 
quickly as you can, but do not carry it through the whole length of 
your cellar, simply because your cellar is dug out, and you are saving 

the cost of digging a little bit of a trench outsidcX Jhis is commonly 
done, and, it is a fatal mistake in house drainage to do anything of 
the kimiy’ 

ea if

•ft Prayer hayii 
read the followii 
tion :

The speaker discouraged the use of a double trap, and 
if one trap was being placed on the sewer, to construct 

a manhole so that it could be periodically examined—at least onces

Th».'President an 
Officers of 0
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Ukntlbmen,— 
I extend to

year.

Dr. Bryce believed in the absence of traps, but said that in s 
combined system of sewera such as that which existed in Toronto, 
tha use of a single trap was made an unfortunate necessity for some 
time to come under present conditions. Until things could be so 

arranged in Toronto that they could drain their sub soil water and 
• roof water int0 a ey»tem of sub-soil tiles, he at present saw no poei- 

bility of getting rid of that unfortunate necessity-a trap on tie 
soil pipe.
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insidious disease, and the preservation of health ; but also in mould
ing public opinion, and securing the introduction, and enforcement 
of those beneficent laws, without which, individual effort would be 
of but little » vail in large communities. Year by year you are 
causing people to realize the sacred trust imposed upon them 

« generally ; and upon municipal

to oer Hosp 
already bene 
sanitarium ii 

You will 
work as well 
slow to bee to

We assure 
your meeting 
love,—throng] 
all drawn close 

Again we 
soon again re- 
both pleasant i

and representative bodies 
particularly, in maintaining^ protecting that life that has been 
committed to us so that our days may not merely be long in the 
land; but also that that vigor, and health, and strength, may 
characterize us as a people ; the results of which will be even more
apparent in the future than they are in the present.

Therej is no more important factor in the “ building of the 
nation," than the caring for the health of the individual and the 
public , and the preventing of the crime of public negligence, in pro
tecting the weak and poor, and ignorant, against the consequences of 
their own or others’ neglect and indifference. The complicated and 
advanced state of society, especially in large cities, requires scientific 
sanitary treatment, to enable us to avoid the danger entailed by 
disregard of the laws of nature ; and it is a great privilege to h 
body of men qubh as your

our Mr. John F 
lowing address <

address

Members of Ext
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obstacles to
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sve s
association, deeply interested and well 

skilled, both through experiemk and education, to whom we can look 

both for advice and practical illustration ; and for the carrying into 
effect of the measures best adapted to remedy the evils, and'amelior- 
ate the condition of all classes, whether in crowded centres of 
population, or in rural districts.

We have in Belleville, as elsewhere, such problems as permanent 
sewerage, and drainage, and the economical disposal of sewage and 
garbage, consistently with a good healthy water sûpply and adapted 
to our

A
natural levels. We shall be glad of any suggestion which the 

members of your association may make, having in view 
tional situation, our needs, and our advantages.

With perhaps pardonable pride, we invite your attention to our 
tree bordered streets ; to the varied beauties of our Bay of Quinte, 
spanned byZour splendid bridge ; to thé rich agricultural country 

surrounding us ; to our educational institutions and public buildings;

our eicep-

a rig]
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often niora readily overcome than the mental or human. Let me 
remind you, however, that real progress.in such matters may be beet 
accomplished step by step—with the end in view—though not always 
fully reached. If, as a result of your successive conferences you 
should succeed in moulding public sentiment in the direction of your 
desires—sanitary-based as I believe they are on scientific truth—the 
achievement will bear abundant fruit.

It is my hope that in this your session in the Bay of Quinte 
District you may meet not only no .discouragement but be 
strengthened in your highest endeavors. Indeed I cherish the belief 
that the putgrowth of these yearly conferences will be multiplied 
achievements and successes, to the extent it may be of reaching a 

product of manhood surpassing, if possible, the best of all lands.
As Canadians we may well be encouraged to proc&d ; already 

the name is not without renown. In the arena of patriotism and 
statesmanship there are names honored in history and revered in 
memory. In arts and sciences good progress is being maintained. 
In the varied callings, professional and trade, there is sustained a 
high standard of integrity and a vigorous enterprise, but amidst all 1 

the activities there is thankfully enjoyed a trafficless, restful Sabbath. 
Should we not reasonably expect that Canadians shall continue to 
win eminence and renown, but the greater prize, not least among the I 

rewards, is that well disciplined condition within, which makes prize 
winning possible, making steady the hand, keeping clear the brain, I 

and filling the heart with good will and lofty purposes.

JOHN G. FROST,
President of the Board of Trade.
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may, by these yearly gatherings in our towns, be led to see that, 
boards of health are not merely formed to be thorns in their sides for 
the purpose of squandering the funds of the people, but that they, with 
them, are joint custodians of the health of their fellow-citizens, though 

we may perhaps seem to be too quick sometimes to act 
that “ Prevention is better than
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In reply the President alluded 
the invitation to visit Belleville

to the gratification with which
was-received by the association. He 

pointed out that the object of holding meetings annually in
parts of the Prownce was to arouse public interest in the great and 
important question of public health, and as a result great good had 
accrued to the district, in which the meetings had been held In 
the case of the city qf Belleville there was no doubt at all in the
minds of members of the association that they should receive 
come

various

!-•

similar to those which had already been accorded them in other 
places, and in the address which the Mayor had presented to them 
they saw the manifestations and expressions of opinion 
could expect to come from a large, and influential 
centre like the city of Belleville.
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of the association which 

members. It was not a 
one s health, and how 
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pleasant thing to be continually hearing of 

we should avoid disease, but disease would 
advisable, prudent, and necessary at all times that 

we should be prepared for its adyent.and do all we could to prevent 

•t. One of the last two papers rfad had treated of the fresh air that 

was necessary for health, and thé other to the results of the lack of 
that fresh air. Mr. Johnson had thought it necessary to apologize 
for his paper by saying he had very little time to prepare it He 
(the speaker) could only say for himself, and for all present, that if 
Mr. Johnston had had but little time 
shown all 'the
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to prepare the paper, he had 
more knowledge of the subject Dr. Cassidy had dealt 

with a subject of more melancholy interest..... . It had its dark side and
-ts bright side. The dark side was when he painted to them the old 
trouble of humanity which he called tuberculosis. It was the old 
old story. They knew the disease in all its varied aspects as coni 

sumption. The brighter side turned to them was when they learned 
that instead of the disease passing down from parents to children, 
like features, there was really no case, the symptoms of which he had 

spoken of in a general way, but had begun by infection. Every caw 
of consumption was a case of infection, and the next thing for them 

to know was how to prevent that infection. Dr. Cassidy proposal 

to establish a home for persons affected with tuberculosis, but there 
difficulty in the way of putting this proposal into effect, which 

however, might be overcome in course of time, and that was to pro- 

vide sufficient homes for the accommodation of all persons suffering 
from the disease.
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The suggestion had been made that the Govern- 

consumptives in a distant part of 
the Northwest Territories The Government, however, he need not 

say, were not prepared to undertake anything of that description. 
One great drawback was the great distance at which such 

would be placed, and the unwillingness that would certainly be found 

amongst the greater number of persons for whom that Home vu

ment should establish a home for

a home-
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the first
the patients suffered at home 

many to sympathize with them, and they would r*

-r—- - - -away. Going to the u
k “ eMell,« »i«g «he consumptives. 
» good thing for the country

to which

country was understood to 
Whether or not it wa» 

was another question. Unless the con-

tw th • ™»rt«d I. greut numbers, „„ ,f„ytat them county „„ kcomto, infected lnd tblt it „ouM B0 *
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::„7 - ,„„ld
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The meeting then adjourned.
>

Fourth Sbssion,
The A
Dr. Hall, Chatham,

Serum Therapy.”

iollowipg cum. , pep., b, Prefer, E. B.

ftorp note, on th. Bucterioleg, of Diphtheric"

[ociation met at 9.30 a.m., the President in the chair, 
read a paper on “Practical Experience with

“ La bo ORTH on
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minutes of proceedings of

seconded by Dr. Cassidy, the followin
Dr. Shbard then moved, 

resolution : The amount* 
*)n that of $60.

That whereas it is the view of this a..™; »• .. leaving on i
wholesome state of the food supplia of this coZrv T 1 ' m‘mteai‘nce in i The OnUrio 

to the welfare of the'people ; y “ metter of prime importance the desire of
That whereas it has been shewn that n.

condition ; y Placed in the market
That whereas in th

B1,‘re the same
meat and 
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in a Wholesomjiittee of Windso 
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us from f 
quarantin 
south.

THE PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL ADDRESS 

By Alan Macdougall, Toronto, M. Can. Soc. C.
E., M. Inst. C. E. The mi 

passed sin 
which was 
deiing on 

conveyance 
infection aj 
and want o 
ment ; 
Province ha 

Diphthei 
there were t 
deaths at Cr< 
in proportior 
deal of anxie 
the board 
nated.

Gentlemen of the Association : It is now nine years since we receiv. 
ed in Toronto a visit from the Ameri Public Health Association ■ 
during the progress of this visit a number of executive medical health 
officers, and others determined to fo

can

rm an association for the purpose 
of meeting together annually, to discuss those important topics which 
have such direct influence on all questions of public health. The 
object was' to constitute an association of medical officers, with an 
associate class for those engaged in executive health work, v 
not medical health officers.

sev

who were
The natural result of this would be an 

expectation to see the presidential chair always occupied by a mdeical 
health officer ; and yet, before the association is. . 10 years old, two
engineers have occupied that honorable position. Before I g0 further
let me express my sincere thanks for the honor you have conferred on’ 

me, personally, by placing me in the chair, and on behalf of my profes- ‘ 
sion give utterance to U expression of thanks to the medical profes- 

sion, that they have £aid such handsome tribute to the services 
rendered to the cause of public health, by my profession ; it is a for- 
cible demonstration of the good will existing between the professions, 
which is sure to be cemented by these acts of 
draw us closer, as comrades in

cot

It is very 
in Toronto frc 
per cent., and 
efficient admit 
Chas. Sheard.

With these 
®itted to becoi 
the efficiency e 
officers. I knc 
which costs so i 

pended on it, at 
They are truly j

entrusted to thei 
*ud duties entru 

4 H.

courtesy, and tend to 
battle against disease. We are 

workers in the same field ; the duties of the medical health officer
briDg him iDt° frecluent cont»ct with practical engineering questions, 
in which advice is sought from us, and, I hope, always i. cordially 
given, for we, in our turn, require frequently to be advised on the 
pathological conditions of many subjects on which the information 
is always cheerfully supplied to us by our medical friends.

We are in the happy position of having passed through another 
year of good health in this Provi

our

; no serious epidemic has visitednoe

(.A
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nated.

ment ; several art-

fall;
The number of 

were too large 
good

entrusted to them, 
which they origi-

wers
to the centres in

It is very gratifying to record the dec 
m loronto from this fell di 
per cent., and in 1894 U 

efficient administration of our 
Chas. Sheard.

rease in the number of deaths
In 1893 the d-ath rates ease, 

was 9.60 was 18.32 
a ‘P'endid tribute to the 

medical health officer, Dr.

per cent.,
res/iected

" ‘th these exceptions 

“itted to become epidemic in 
the efficiency and 

officers. I know of no 
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no outbreak of any disease has been per-
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of our public health ; the effective administration of quarantine tend" 

as much to the maintenance of peaceful relations along our border 
line, as the most earnest efforts of our states

The
Act, whi< 

nuisance 
effected b 
s*ry, caue 

nuisance.
I comi 

in executi

men.
An Act to be cited as the Public Health Act, 1895, waspÎstetN». 

the last session of the Legislature which will have an imporSnt 

influence on the administration of the public health. Local boards 

of health, as weli as the Provincial Board, have had their constitution 

amended and powers materially increased.
Section 39 of the old (1887) Act is repealed and in its place is a 

section dealing with the formation of boards of health. The new
Act creates a continuity of the board; it provides that the members, 
other than the

The pi 
which this 

The qui 
supply ; mi 
ated on the 
form, to the 
of our mem 

striving to 

We have 
on the watei 

the cities of 

supply and c 
many of our 

Since oui 
tainly the 
Act, with rel 

large river, fr 

portion of se 

par. The toi 
borough from 

case was triet 
immense interi 

partial one in 

sewage into th 
innocuous.

ieeve and clerk in small municipalities,%and the mayor 
only, in towns containing over 4,000 inhabitants, shall be elected'for

a period of three years, 
in the smal'er, and two in the larger towns 

Section 30 of the old Act which has

member retiring in rotation each yearone

reference to water supply 
sewerage and sewage disposal, is so much amended as to constitute’' 

practically new legislation. It places vastly increased powers in the 

control of the Provincial Board, defines their powers in plain 
language, and makes it imperative that their sanction shall be ob 

tamed before any water supply or sewerage system can be introduced 
into a municipality or town. It also places in the board the 
sibility of deciding upon the important question of 
from sewerage. The board is

i

respon-
stream |>ollution

now endowed with full powers to 
deliver a judgment on these important subjects, and from the 
ing of the Act, there ought to be no difficulty in accepting its authority.

Section 99 of the old Act, which deals with the 
food, animal, fish, fowl, game, milk, vegetable or otherwise, has been 

remodeled by section 4 of the new Act, six new clauses have bee. 
added, the changes have an important bearing on the sale of food 

stuffs, and call for immediate and careful 
vendors of

me

word-

examination of

study on the part of ill 
carcases, and municipal officers entrusted with the ex-) amination of the same.

L \«4
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Ihjg subject interests the engineer probably 
the medical health officer 
be designer and adviser in the 
town. In the

more than it affects 
or board of health, as the engineer has to

So far a 
of no case 

prudent ca 
Board of fl 

On the 
since our lai 

Chatham, 
the city was 
This has ev 
from the ri\ 
alum and sai

matter of a sewera|e system for;»

the engineer, and theof Peterborough, I
proponed ooU.ll ,„d mode of di.poe.1 „„ recommended by me „„d 

nctioned by the Provincial Board of Health.
Paying a brief visit to Scotland in February and March of this 

) 1 t0°k advautaKe °f the opportunity to ascertain the practice in 
the south of Scotland, where the provisions of the Rivers Pollution 
Pievention Act 1876, are in full força Making inquiries along the 

course of that queen of rivers the » silvery Twee I," I discovered that 
no effort is made at any of the towns on its banks to purify the sew- 

age and manufacturing wastes before they enter the river.

On a distance of twenty miles there are four large manufacturing 

towns, the chief of which, Galashiels, is noted for its immense woollen 
mills. The refuse and dye stuffs enter the G ila a„d Tweed without.n, 
effort being made to purify them. This is one of the most famou. 

rivers in Scotland for salmon fishing, and the one in which the 
disease known as taproUgnia ferax is so abundant ; despite this unde
sirable condition of pollution, the supply of salmon continues to be 

ample, the fishing lodges are

case was

Hll

year

accepted by 
important ini 
Province. I 

future meetii 

•* practised t
cases has pro* 

Since our 1 
time a visit fr< 
in the world, t 
States of A 

Pev of us in tt 

ourselves the v 

exceedingly iro 
,ile- On this i 

°orth of the equ 
‘ictothePacifi, 

10 e*tent to thi 
association spre 
or Asia. Almut 
having »

eagerly sought for, and curiously 
enough the edible quality of the fish is not affected 
disease.

There is one small river in the

met
by the peculiar

county of Midlothian, the river 
Esk, into which the waste water from the paper mills is discharged.

The effluent in thi. case contains a large quantity of acid and other 
deleterious matters; this river is most rigorously watched. There is 

an official guardian, a chemist of high standing, Dr.Stevenson Msc- 
Adam, who has power to enter every mill at ana time of day or J 
night, and take samples and make, tests. Fines ire imposed sod 
exacted without fear or favor, and the condition oi this river is ] 

maintained at a condition of almost normal comme
purity.
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course end close business relations, whilst the United States on their 
•outhern boundary have an e«,ual interest in the nation to the south 
of them. Under the close relations existing it is 
importance that the throe nations should 
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In the name way the non-nitrogenous fonde, each a* the fata, etc., 
whilst they mainly contribute to heat production, still, do act more 
or less as nutritives.

6. It el 
should be c 

Unwhoi 
the animal 
afterwards 

1st. Bef 
parasites ; (, 

Pariai tes 
pig One pi 
worm and a 
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There cyetice 
the alimenter 
The cysticerci 
c7*ticercue of

Our food, then, is derived from the animal and vegetable kingdoms. 
The chief characteristic of the former is the large amount of 

nitrogenous matter it contains ; it is therefore specially adapted for 
the building and repair of the tissues.

It consists of nearly all parts of certain animals
and animal

products, such as eggs and rnillt, with its products butter and cheese.
A further division is again made into meat, poultry, game, wild fowl 
and fish.

Meat is generally derived from herbivorous animals, beef, mutton, 
veal, lamb, pork, bacon and venison. The llesh of young animals is 
more tender than that of old, but more difficult to digest, unless the 
animal is very old, when the fibres become tough. Sex, size, the 
period of the year when killed, the manner of killing, all affect the
digestibility of animal food. All 
venison and mutton

meats are not equally digestible; 
are perhaps most easily digestible, especially if 

well hung, not used too soon after killing—until the rigor mortii 
has passed off. Pork is the most difficult. Bones contain 
able nutritive matter,

more serious a 
parasite, the it 

p“vy, in hi 
°*d “ the fir,!
"manifested bj 
"the capsule ir 
" liberated f 
"the intestin 
"in size, and in 
"original dimen

consider-
pounds of bones giving about as much 

nitrogen as one pound of meat. Kidneys properly cooked are easy 
of digestion as are also tripe and sweet broads. Liver and heart an 
indigestible. Good meat according to Dr. Letheby in his " Lectures 
on food has the following characters :

1. It is neither of a .pale pink nor of a deep purple tint; the 
former is a sign of disease, the latter indicates that the animal bis 
not been slaughtered, but has died with the blood in it, 
suffered from acute fever.

seven

ron
es

or bas
" may noi 

"pieoe of fine tl 
',rile to a large j 
little ones. XI 

"canal.

2. It has a marbled appearance, from the ramifications of little 
veins of fat among the muscles.

3. It should be firm and elastic to the touch and should scarcely 
moisten the fingers, bad meat being wet, sodden and flabby.

4. It should have little
They si 

" through the per 
" the body. Nov 

4'*»d that they pi

or no odor, especially when chopped up 
end drenched with warm water.

ft. It should not Arink or waste much in cooking.
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“ whlch forma 80 8trikint a feature o/ the sufferer's complaint. 

" F,om the 8tate lnduced the strongest person may be carried off in 
“ the cour8e of a few weeks’ time. But should the patient survive 
"the first effects of the parasite, a cyst is developed around it, and 
“thla in the couree of time becomes calcareous. Thus imprisoned 
“the animal ftPPears to be perfectly harmless, and apparently may 

“remain, for years without further betraying any evidence of its 
" exi8tence> unle88 it happens again to reach the alimentary canal-of 
“another animal, when there is a repetition of what has been 
“described ”

Milk 
that is n< 
use it is s 
constituer 

The ni 
coagulable 
a neutral 
cDeese. T 
state the si 
•gents men 
multiplicati 
when expos 
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h»d become poilu

Neither salting or smoking will kill these parasites. They 
must be submitted to at least the temperature of boiling water before 
we can be sure that they are rendered harmless.

The infectious diseases which render meat unfit for use are more 

especially the finder pest (or murrain), anthrax and pleuro-pneumonia,, 
‘ and 10 tbla liet>1 Presume, I might add tuberculosis and actinomycosis 

in advanced stages. The flesh from animals affected with these dis- 
might possibly be eaten if well and properly cooked, and no 

apparent ill effects follow, but it is unsafe and better to be avoided.
As a rule meat is unwholesome if decomposition has set in. 

Thorough cooking may neutralize to 
« effects, but unless accustomed to its

eases

a great extent its otherwise bad
use food that is at all “ high " it 

apt to disagree through the retained products of decompoution.
Poultry, game and wild fowl all furnish most important foods, u 

a rule easily digested, nourishing and well adapted for the sick, where 
the appetite is apt to be weak.

Fish is easily digested and not so stimulating
Eggs are especially valuable

as meat.
food, containing everything 

necessary for the instruction of the body. When fresh they are 
everything that

as a

be desired, and when stale, well, we can at least
do without theiI

I have hui 
ask you to bei

bdly glanced at the above articles of food, and must 
with mo if I devote a little more time to the quel- 

tion of milk, as perhaps it is the most practical part of my subject, 
and one with which we as sanitarians have much to do.
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“ The ver7 interesting investigation made a few years ago in the
neighborhood of London, by Drs. Klein and Power, concerning the 
transmission of diphtheria and scarlet fever through the agency of 
the milk supply, is recalled by the recent report of Dr. Kenwood

relating to a curious epidemic of throat disease 
In a certain locality the inmates of a large group of 

houses of all classes and varying sanitary condition, were attacked, 
and careful inquiry disclosed the fadt that all these houses obtained 
milk from the same The original epidemic was not one of 
diphtheria, although this disease appeared afterward, 
there was ground for the belief that the milk supply was the agent 
of infection, all persons in the infected houses were warned that they 
should boil the milk, and the epidemic was stayed only twenty four 
hours after this warning had been given.

“ It was then ascertained that

source.

As soon u

of the persons employed at the 
was ill with diphtheria or any 

other throat disease, but the udders of three of the cows were found 
to be diseased. The epidemic of throat disease was followed by one 
of true diphtheria, the same houses being invaded, and nearly all of 
the original patients being attacked by the more dangerous malady. 
It is believed that the first disease opened the way for diphtheria, by 
inflaming and weakening the throats of the patients, so that they 
became incapable of resisting the diphtheria bacillus, 
ascertained from what source the diphtheria germs came, but this 
explanation is in accord with the teaching of bacteriological science. 
Fortunately, the graver malady appeared in a mild form, 
said that this report recalls the investigations made by Klein snd 
Power. As we

none
dairy from whiih the milk had come

It was not

We hire

remember the results of their elaborate inquiriesind 
experiments, suggested by the history of several local epidemics of 
diphtheria and scarlet fever, it was shown that when these diseases
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the terrible results which I have spoken of, surely we cannot be too 
wide awake in this matter. The following article, recently published 
in the New York Time*, is of much interest

A Curious Epidemic—(New York Times.)

J
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<54 OUR PRINCIPAL FOODS, ETC. 
m.,

It must be light and porous, not too fresh and 
terated with alum.

must not bs adul- 
Toasting it thoroughly increases its digestibility. 

Wheat-flour and bread may pass into an unwholesome state as ■ 
result of being kept Under the presence of moisture they are prone 
to undergo change, and to acquire a more or less strongly acid char 
acter. Good bread is only slightly acid at first, but if kept and 
allowed to become moist it becomes decidedly acid in the course of » 
little time. It may also become mouldy and in this condition may 
produce injurious and even fatal

A tun 
through 1 

one corne: 
ostensibly 
other avai 
building If 
offal which 
“g water, 
wallowed w 
responded tc 
meat made t 
was a

consequences. The potato, beet, 
carrot, turnip, parsnip, tomato, peas, beans, etc, are all highly 
prized articles offood, but there is nothing special in their mode of 
preparation or manner of storage which might tend to cause them to 
be unwholesome, and the time limit of ray paper prevents my dwell
ing upon them.

/
poor 

I scarcely stan 
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I notified the 1 
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us hop 
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ca«e- sanitary p 
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A few wordj now on the sanitary condition of places where food 
is prepared and stored, and I have finished.

It must be remembered that our beef and pork and chickens are 
prepared for food not only when they are slaughtered but even 
when they are being fed. *

uus

Swine are by nature herbivorous animals, but we know that some 
of them are fed almost entirely with fermenting swill gathered from 
hotels and private' houses, from the offal and blood at slaughter
houses, and from the carcases of animals that have died from varioui 
diseases. Chickens are fed on putrid meat, and cattle are shut up 
in dark and poorly-ventilated buildings, and fattened on brewers' 
grains, which in many cases have become soured and unfit for food 
Milk is taken from

con

with diseased and dirty udders, and often 
times received into vessels not thoroughly cleansed ; is jolted throng 
our cities and towns on a hot day and then consigned to a refrigen- 
tor which frequently is connected with a drain or sewer in the cellar.

I almost despair, Mr. Chairman, of ever seeing the slaughter
house in our towns and country places conducted on anything like 
sanitary principles. Any old building is made to answer the purpoee. 
We are many of us familiar with them. Go to one of them the day 
after meat has been prepared for market and what do you seel 

I will try and describe one I visited about

cows

a year ago.

a
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SANITARY PREPARATION OF THE FOOD PRODUCTS

OF MILK.

By E. E. Kitchen^ M.D, St. George, Member Provincial 
* Board of Health.

There is no more importantMr. President and Gentlemen : 
matter before the agriculturalist to-day, from a financial standpoint, 
than thç subject under consideration ; while to the intelligent con- 

who values health and happiness above gold, the sanitarysumer,
preparation of the food products of milk, becomes a burning theme. 
When it is considered that butter and cheese are fast becoming 

the chief revenue of the farm, it may safely be predicted, that before 

many years have elapsed, these articles will have a production many
It is estimated that over $175,000,-times greater than at present.

000 is invested in dairy farming alone, in this Province.
In 1893, there were no less than 897 cheese factories, which hid 

50,000 patrons supplying them with 1,000,000,000 lbs. of mill, 
from which was produced over 100,000,000 lbs. of cheese valued at 
$9,000,000. All this milk output was taken from ,300,000 covi.

find that last year there were ?t|gegular creameries and

over

Besides, we 
31 winter creameries in operation.

Although the correct output cannot be given, yet basing our 
the statistics of the previous year, them must have 

not less than 3,500,000 lbs. of butter made, valued at over
calculations on 

been a quai

$700,000.

„ When 
over 400,000 cows

be high time that the sanitary preparation of the food

to this large amount of food is added the milk product of 

used for drinking and home purposes, it will b*

seen to
ducts of milk be carefully looked after.

The butter industry, more especially that manufactured m win! 
creameries, is yet but in its infancy, and when our output is « 

with that of Denmark, Australia, or New Zealand, a wi
pared
field of profit is opened before us.
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Levied to one aide, or as I have seen in Holland, a cord fas'ened to 
it/and run over a pulley in the ceiling, thus easily controlled by the to be a! 

Vconsider 
Ible to « 

state of 
could he 
milk, to !

Even 
much is s] 
by soon ci 

Cheese 
weeks, is 
butter it » 
»s little de 
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milk made im 
those micro oi
fsctors in

band.
Great cleanliness should be observed with the pail. One made 

of tin, and well scalded with boiling water and having a cover to it 
and a spout containing a strainer, in which the milk thrown from 
the teats could enter, would be an improvement over those in general 
use.

The milk should be removed from the stable as soon as possible 
and aerated. It is not necessary to have a machine for this purpose, 
but it can be poured, slowly, at a height, from pail to pail, and theijf 
into the can in which it is conveyed to the factory

This aeration should not be done by using unclean dippers and 
wash dishes, as is often the cane, but if these are used complete scald
ing is necessary, as well as of the can, with boiling water. A great • 
deal of the gaseous uncleanness may be got rid of by this method.

If the collector is punctual in his arrival, and the milker prompt 
in his duties, the time will be short, before the milk is at the factory, 
and not as many have it at present, for hours in the hot sun./'*

And now comes an important time. By some factories, these 
cans are returned to the patrons after being emptied, without any 
cleansing, while others simply turn in a little cold water into the 
can, which in this condition is taken home. This is very wrong.
If the factories would make it a rule that all cans should be suit
ably cleansed with boiljng water and steam before replacing them 
on the wagons, great assistance would be given towards having milk 
in a much improved sanitary condition. The return of cans filled 
with whey should not be tolerated. The whey should be fed while 
fresh, in well appointed piggeries, at a suitable distance from the 
factory.

caui 
were formerly 
OQtirely free { 

little ter
filth, contains r 
numbers in a fe 

Nitrogen, « 
essential, f0) 

P,u°de, such as

A short time since, I visited one of the cleanest and best equipped 
creameries in the Province. The milk passed through two cloth 
strainers and one metal strainer after entering the factory and then 
through the separator. After 8,000 lbs. had been passed through, 
the butter-maker opened the separator, and removed about tro 
pounds of a lining to the cylinder, which upon examination, proved
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ia very much affected by temperature. Each species has a 
minimum and maximum point, below which it ceases to grow, 
and above which its life is destroyed. Extreme heat or extreme 
cold, as a rule, will put an end to their existence, or prevent their 
development. Free atmosphere is necessary to supply a sufficient 
amount of oxygen for a large number of forms. These are called 
aerobic. A large number are destroyed by a liberal supply of oxygen. 
These are called anaerobic. The larger number met "^itn 
belong to the former clems, still quite a number of the latter class are 
likewise there.

These ipinute organisms aie reproduced by the division of their 
cells or by the formation of what are called “ spores." The majority 
of tho former are destroyed by a temperature of 130° to 140° F. 
The latter require a much higher temperature to destroy them, often 
from 330° to 240° and to be kept up for a considerable time.

The casein or proteid is the most important part of milk for germ 
development, because of its nitrogenous nature. The butter fat, 
though commercially valuable, is not of any value for food for bacteria.
It is found in milk serum in the form of minute globules and the 
peculiar combination of elements by which it is produced afford no 4, 
room for germ development. On the contrary, sugar of milk supplies# 
suitable material for the growth of bacteria, especially those formy 
which bring on fermentation changes like lactic acid. The mineral 
salts in milk, though small in quantity, are essential to the growth 
of the germ life.

As is well known the milk of cows is secreted by the milk glands 
and flows from these to the four receptacles provided for its reception 
in the udder. The milk as formed in the glands is free from germs 
in a healthy cow, and if it could be taken direct from them would 
be free from bacterial life, and would thus keep sweet for sn 
indefinite time, if kept absolutely free from the atmosphere. But . 
as the atmosphere is full of them, these micro-organisms get into the I 

external ducts where the temperature is favorable for their growth. | 
Thus the first part of the milking will contain a large amount of 
them, while the last milk will flow into the pail nearly free from I
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bitter milk is not always due to bacteria, but often from other 
. Slimy milk is often caused by inflammation of the udder, 

errors in feeding, etc. Not only will bitter herbs impart their taste, 
but advanced lactation will often cause the milk to be bitter. But 
as a iule these conditions

Steri 
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Paste 
large nun 
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that the 1 

desirable I 
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causes

due to bacterial growth. An opinion 
may often be formed of the causes of these taints, as the taint from 
food, etc., is more distinct from first milk, while those from bacteria 
become more distinct as

are

the milk becomes older. Few substances 
absorb or give off gaseous impurities, more readily than milk. When 
it is warmer than the surrounding atmosphere, it will give off the 
odors peculiar to it, but when cooler than the air surrounding it, it 
will absorb the odors from it. If the milk is heated, this taint will 
be the more readily observed. Sulphur burned in the presence of 
moisture, quick lime, etc., are good disinfectants to purify places of 
foul odors before placing therein milk or butter. There is nothing 
better than a solution of vitriol to be placed in drains and 
pipes of factories to make them sinitary.

I have already pointed out carefully, the routine work

waste SCI

Medical 
devote a litt 
it formation 
not receive i 
that great w 
has ever bee 
the larger fi 
great Day, c 
blessed work

necessary
in the preparation of milk ; it is contained in the one word cleanliness, 
whereby the number of bacteria admitted into the milk may be kept 
at a minimum. To keep them entirely from it is impracticable. 
The microbe may be destroyed in the milk by chemicals, but these 
injure the flavor of it. The most practical method is to take advan
tage of the effect that an extremely low temperature or an extremely 
high one has upon bacterial life. The cooling of milk down to 
within a lew degrees of the freezing point will check germ life and 
enable the milk to be kept sweet for a long time. Very high tem
peratures are more practicable to the dairyman, and to carry this out 
it is necessary tc resort to one of two methods, viz., pasteurization or 
sterilization, two methods that are quite different, although ofttimes 
used indiscriminately as meaning the same thing. By the former 
it is necessary to raise the temperature of the milk from 136° to 
160°, while by the latter it is necessary to raise the temperature to 
the boiling point, from 212° to 220° F.

V
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Mr- Prerident and Gentlemen; Water when pure is trans
parent, tasteless, inodorous and colorless except when seen in 
considerable depth. Tjie solvent powers of water exceed those 
o any other liquid, and in consequence, entirely pure water is 
unknown outiid, of the l.bctory. Moot of ,1™ ordln.,, im. 
puntiea are comparatively harmle™ when taken into the bod, 
while others are dangerous to health and life. The stomach of a 
man or an animal becomes capable in time of resisting to a certain 
extent the evil effects of some of the dangerous impurities thatoma,

e found in drinking water, but they are, nevertheless, harmful to 
the constitution.

The proper care of water supplies is a very wide subject, and it 
wi be impossible^ a short paper to refer to more than a very few 
of the more objectionable impurities found in drinking water. The 
most objectionable are, of course, germs of disease, and in what 
follows, it is proposed to consider the by which they gain 
access to water, and the most effective way of keeping them out

It is necessary, in the first place, to understand why certain 
impurities are dangerous. Different conditions, such as ill-health, 
unsuitable climate, heredity, etc., etc., may of course cause predia’ 
position to diphtheria, typhoid fever, consumption, and many other 
diseases, but there can be no doubt, at the present day, that the 
communicable diseases of both men and animals

means

v are caused by the
presence of living organisms, capable of living both within and with- 
out the animal body, each particular disease having 
specific germ, which must be present before it can be developed. 
Many of these organisms are capable of living a£d doing damage is 
both men and animals, although it dods not appear to follow that i 
particular species of germ will cause the same disease in 
will in an animal.

Baotena gain entrance to the system by ingestion, inoculation, 
or by inhalation, and there can be no doubt that the specific germs

its own

man that it
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All organic matter in refuse,
excrement and sanitary water, is 

ed to changea of both . «humid „d phy.id „.t„re dor, i, h 
Jeft in the form of inorganic compounds, 
of oxidation or of putrefaction, 
they can be oxidized.

su

These changes are either 
Many substances must decay before 

. . Decay occurs in wells containing stagnant
w* r, in privy vaults, heavy damp earth, etc. Oxidation takes 
place in porous or dry earth or flowing water with free access of air. 
Wherever there is putrefaction there is

sur

sure to be a bad odor.
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man. A stream to which animals suffering from any of the 
municable diseases, have access, is not a safe source of drinking 
water for human beings; neither, on the other hand, is a filth 
polluted stream or well a safe source of water supply for animals.

From the foregoing considerations it will be 
borne diseases are in the fullest

It icom-
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sense preventable in so far as they 

may be spread by public water supplies. It therefore follows that 
the responsibility of keeping water free from the germs of such 
diseases rests directly upon the health authorises within whose 
sphere of jurisdiction any particular supply of wate^may be situate ; 
and it is probable that, in the near future, the public will be 
pelled Uf pay damages for every case of sickness that

coo-
can be shewn

clearly to have been caused by neglect in these matters.
That there is neglect, no one acquainted with the facts can deny. 

It is the rule, rather than the exception, throughout Ontario. - 
Cattle are allowed to drink at streams, at or near the intake of 

water supply pipes, and at streams polluted with sewage and filth.
Water is used from wells in the immediate vicinity of privy 

vaults, leaky and badly laid house drains and sewers, etc.
All kinds of filth are deposited upon the soil in the immediate 

neighborhood of wells and streams. In fact, each individual does 
pretty much what(he pleases, without reference to the damage he 
may do to the health of the community.

A man has no more

i

right to commit manslaughter by poisoning 
* , hla neighbor’s family with infectious disease germs, or with sewer 

gases, than by using a shot gun, yet he is allowed to do the former 
without^protest.

The average town of 10,000 inhabitants produces yearly 
8,000 tons of refuse containing organic 
of it ?

about
matter. What becomes

It cannot be that the people of Ontario, with the most expensive 
system of free education in the world, are not sufficiently educated 
to understand the importance of enforcing sanitary laws.

The legislation seems to be good and sufficient, except that it is 
permissive to a large extent.

I
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PURIFICATION OF WATER

FILTRATION.
AND OF SEWAGE BY

B» J. D Macdonald, M. D,,-H.iiiLTnir, Ciiairman Pnovurout 
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In those early days of improved plant cultivation two things were 
manifest, to wit, the green and healthy appearance of the crops in 
tielck which were drained, and the clearness and purity of the water 

which, having percolated through their richly organic soil, issued 
from their deep drains. The water had truly carried with it into 
the soil the organic matter which had been spread on the surface, 
but it had to part with it to the earth, in passing through, leaving 
it to be decomposed and rendered fit for the sustenance of vegetation, 
and the water at last, going deep enough to be freed both from dead 
and living organism, (lowed away, and emerged at a distance, as it 
seemed, a clear fountain.

This, nature’s mode of freeing water of what is to us unwholesome 
tnd odious, is especially deserving of interest in our own country, 
for we seem much more dependant on this way of purifying than 
some other countries whose plans are cited to us for imitation.

In Ontario not a few important towns stand on the banks of 
rivers, which, though of tolerably long course, do not always contain 
much water. Many of those towns, if not all of them, let their 
sewage run unchanged into those streams, or, as in the case of 
Hamilton, into its c.osed bay, and there is thus much annoyance to 
the dwellers on the banks, whether of thecloscd bay or of the stream. I 
Possibly enough the cause for this annoyance may, in the 
time, be somewhat exaggerated in the minds of the sufferers, bat 
there can be no doubt of its existence, and that it will become intensi
fied as time'goes on, and as population increases. Further it is to 
be desired that immediate and general attention be given to this 
matter, because already some corporations trusting to the weight of 
their wealth and influence are manifesting the most absolute in
difference to the comfort and welfare of mo„re imperfectly organised 
and weaker neighbors; some carrying the filthiest portion of their 
sewage, that portion so bad that nothing but putrefaction or scatter
ing it among other people can enable them to be rid of it, carrying 
this portion in barges into the rivers which flow past, and dropping 
it for the purpose of diffusing it through the stream, and for thé nas I 
of course,’of the dwellers lower down.
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Health. The townships get into a panic regarding the transference 
of the town filth to their cattle on the river. The inhabitants of the 
towns have no

I have 1 
because of 
water purif 
which it h; 
necessary th

objection to the continuance of the panic, or to the 
obstruction arising from it. They are saved the expense of net 
sewering for awhile. They use the river as a receptacle for their 
sewage as before, and sanitary measures, which might have been 
accomplished in a few months, are put off for years.
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but recent enterprise in water purification makes it probable tbit 
those must be looked to as sources of supply for our various uses, si 

well as receptacles for the same water after it shall have 
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purification of its sewage, was, that in Massachusetts the frost had 
interfered with the filtration. It may be pointed out that in thii 
the last annual report from Connecticut no mention is made, nor 
fear expressed, of hindrance from that cause ; though there well 
might be, as the sewage is forced to the field of distribution, through 
a cast iron pipe, for three and a half miles. There is always heat 
enough contributed to sewage from its various sources, to enable it 
to resist the effects of our coldest weather, if it is made to run 
sufficiently deep.
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DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE OF PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS.88

I presume he means that the other seven-eighths are allowed to filter 
down from the bottoms of the ditches, and are thus lost for manurial 
purposes. It is to be hoped that this is the case, and that the ditches 
are not showing symptoms of clogging.

As mentioned in a former paper, the population of the London 
Asylum is about 1,100, and the daily flow of sewage is 60,000 
gallons. _

With 
Ontario i 

The
Londqp f 
combined 
having se
out.

The undoubted success of the London sewage tract has, however, 
had its drawbacks, in this way, that, whenever the question of sewage 
disposal elsewhere has since arisen, the remedy generally recom
mended, and insisted on, has been “ a sewage farm,” without regard 
to locality, soil or other conditions.

It may be taken for granted that, in every question of sewage 
disposal, the choice of methods must be dictated by common sense. 
The soil at London farm is of a very sandy, porous character, of 
great depth, easily drained, situated on a commanding elevation, and 
is probably the id< al for a sewage farm. One might search for a long 
time before finding such a combination of favourable circumstances 
elsewhere. So far as my experience goes, I can say that nowhere 
else have I found them. Olay, clayey loam or rock, have almost , 
invariably been met with instead ; and expediency points, in such 
cases, to some process by which an indiflerent soil may be relieved, 
by the removal of as much of the heavy organic matter of thèse wage, I 
as possible, before its application to the land, or indeed, to the re I 
jection of land disposal altogether, in extreme conditions.

Clays, clay loams and shallow soils, generally speaking, are I 
entirely useless for sewage farming purposes ; and as these prevail I 
extensively in Ontario, we must look to precipitation methods, and I 
use them wherever necessary, either as adjuncts to land disposal, or I 

alone, if we wish to prevent nuisances and curtail expense.
Before leaving the subject of sewage farming, I may point oit I 

' one other essential to its success, besides suitableness of the soil, aid I 
this is the absolute necessity for the sewage to be brought to the faro I 
in a perfectly disintegrated and liquid form ; otherwise failure will I 
result. This can only be accomplished by pumping, or by special ■ 
mechanical means, to which I shall not now revert.
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is used for decanting the partially clarified sewage (after 
sufficient precipitation) from the tanks, either to one of tîf three 

polarité filters, or into the effluent drain, and thence to the lake. 
The filters are, however, amply sufficient to admit of continuous use, 
and it is not intended that the effluent shall pass to the .lake un
filtered.

arm
been e 
runnir 
ing it 
devise<

As
Thei^e are three filters, each (1-121 acre) having an area of 

forty square yards, a depth of 45 inches, and they are built of layers 
of broken stone, (resting upon a concrete floor), gravel, sand, sand 
and “ polarité” mixed, while 
the top.
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Ample provision is made for the ventilation of each filter by 
of 6 inch pipe communicating with the open air outside the 

filter house, and with the tiles at the bottom of the filter.
Each, or all of the filters, can be used at once ; but it has been 

found that, with careful management of the preliminary precipitation 

process, and of the decantation of the effluent liquor, one filter 
be used continuously during ten days and is capable of filtering the 
whole of the daily flow of asylum sewage in the short space of six 
hours. This averages about 25,000 gallons.

By an arrangement of penstocks, which open or shut off, com-' 
munication between the filters at the bottom, each, or any two filter», 
can be^nade to cleanse the third one by an upward flow of filtered 
sewage effluent. The cleansing operation periodically required is 
thus greatly facilitated, and the labour reduced to

means

can

a mere raking of
the surface, supplemented by occasional scraping and removal of from 

to two inches of the top of the filter ; the material taken away 
being replaced by fresh, clean sand.
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The rule should be, however, to avoid removal of the top layer of 
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the process used during this time was that known as the 

"Amine»”* in which precipitation and deodorization are brought 
about by the use of "Herring Brine ” and “ Milk of Lime.”

It was intended to give the “ Amines ” process a month’s trial, 
but owing to the deterioration of the herring Bttoe, it had to b» 
given up prbtem; the ferrozone process being substituted, the latter 
as you all know being a “ferrous sulphate” process, from 8 to 12 
grains of the salt being added to each gallon of sewage.

The works were turned over to the asylum authorities on the 
24th June. Att is, however, intended, later on, to resume experi
ments with the herring brine and lime.

Under these circumstanced, no definite conclusions as to the merits 
of the “ Amines ” method of treating sewage can be reached. It 
may, however, be said that, during the ten days trial, satisfactory 
results were obtained ; an apparently inert and odorless sludge hav- 
ing been precipitated, while the effluent was neither better nor worse 
than that derived from ferrozone treatment I am confident, how-

«EXTRACT FROM A PAPES ON “ RecENT\PbO0HB88 IN SEWAGE TlEATMEWT.” READ 
before the Civil and Mechanical,Engineers’ Society, on the 6th Keb- 
KlCoorss, Esq , A M.I.G.E., M.S.I., etc., Assistant, 
now Chief Engineer to Wimbledon Local Board.

A.mioe* ” pro?T * mixture of lime end en Amine (Ammonia compound) *? ‘dd;'!l1to Ahe ,’e7a<?e WS lt ente" ‘h® settling- tank in which the sludge is 
deposited, the Amine being supplied with other substance» in the form of 
herring brine.
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- The asylum ha. the land, and can command the tabor neomaar, 
to carry ont thi, innovation, while a trifling erpenae ,i„ fo,
the few additional fee, of ruction and diacharge pip. required to eon- 
nect the present pump with this proposed land 
for irrigation is obtainable close to the works.

cessary for daily treatment of 70,000 gallons of 
tank affluent, during the four consecutive days of laundry work
fil te™6 7 u th\Week’8 Can e“ily PMe the polarité
filters. Such a scheme would entirely obviate the present difficulty.

ot*. “ Polarité ” is a pure and absolutely insoluble minerai *
substance, specially manufactured for the filtration of water, fluil
and gases This mineral has been carefully examined and tested l

M V "F u7H°nr Tfne grWte8t Hving aUthoritiea' 8ir Henry Roscoe, 
M.P. F.R.8., LL.D, etc., etc., who reported that the “porous ns-

°f h60Xlde-lta comP^e insolubility and its freedom from rustine 
constitute its claim to be considered a valuable filtering material" 
and he gives its percentage composition as follows :

* Magnetic oxide of iron
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The several methods of managing filters may be summarized at 
follows :—

1. Systematic raking.
2. Systematic scraping when necessary, (followed by raking to 

loosen the material) gives good results.
3. The more rest a filter gets the less scraping of material will be 

required.

Also a sat 
from sewage w
416,000 gallon 
1893.

We find th 
filters 12 A, 

for si* days in
the experiments
the aid of a
purification

Another aid to prevention and relief is the removal of ias much
of the sludge as possible before the application of the sewage to the 
filter. This may be done by diflerent treatments, as follows :

By rapid filtration through coarse gravel by the aid of 
rent of lir drawn through the gravel.

2. By chemical precipitation.

of

1. a cur-
cun 
on a

3. By sedimentation.
4. By mechanical devices, such as very fine screens or wire cloth. 

(Results incomplete.)
After treating*.sewage by one of the first three methods, it was in 

each case applied to a filter of sand sixty inches deep, having an 
effective size of 0.17 to 0.19 millimetre.

Qdalitat
.A

4i'(*ag9 jtercen

(First Method.) I. Filters 15 B and 16 R.

These were fioarse gravel filters, 65 inches deep.

Filter No. 12 A.

A sand filter, 60 inches deep, received the effluent from 15 and 
16 B, and filtered 900,000 gallons per acre daily for six days in the 
week, during the whole of 1893.

(Second Method.) II. Filter No. 19.

sand filter, 60 inches deep, received the supernatant liquid 
from sewage after treatment with alum (1,000 lbs. per million gal
lons, with 4 hours settlement) It averaged about 400,000 gallons 
daily per acre during 6 days in a week, during the whole of 1893.
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was removed by the precipitation; while the experiments made at 
Lawrence in 1889 had shown that chemical precipitation might re
move 60 per cent of the total organic matter. /

The low efficiency of the World’s Fair plant was attributed to the 
unfavorable conditions for sedimentation, caused by the 
delivery at the works.

It succeeded however in holding buck from Luke Michigun 1 300 
tone of uludge removed from the eerruge treuted, uud prevented . 
nuisance ukmg the l.k. front ; besides reducing the dunger bom in- 
fection of the water supply.
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It may be 
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Old plumbing was only allowed to 'be connected with the 
dpon such changes being made as the engineer might deem necessary.

The Brockville system was designed according tp experience 
gained in the construction and operation of similar systems in 
central New York, where the climate di^rs but little from that of 

Brockville.
Every variety of soil was met with in Brockville, granite rock, 

limestone, clay, sand and quicksand. Every foot of sewer was laid 

under careful supervision of competent assistant engineers and 
inspectors.

The town has now nine miles of sewers, and about 600 house 
connections. The system has worked satisfactorily from the 

first, the cost has been moderate and the sanitary condition of the 
town improved as an examination of the mortuary statistics will 
prove. B. J. Saunders, Esq., M. Can. Soc., C.E., is now town engi 
neer and in charge of the sewer system and all plumbing. "

Cornwall.—The next town to adopt the separate system was Corn
wall, where the writer was called upon in 1888 to design a system. 
Owing to local conditions the main sewer was made of sufficient size 
to admit roof water from the business portion of the principal street 
In all other parte of the town the separate system was recommended 
and there are now about six miles of sewers constructed. Cornwall, I 
however, did not pass any plumbing by-law, and consequently cannot 

[ make as successful a showing from a sanitary standpoint as Brockville 
Barrie.—Barrie was the next place to adopt the system, one I 

sewer being of sufficient size to take the roof water from the busines I 

street.
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About three miles of sewers have been constructed,under 
the supervision of the writer.

A plumbing by-law was enacted by the town similar to the 
Brockville by-law, but it has never been rigidly enforced. In tin 
writer’s opinion no town can enforce a by-law of this kind except
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Toronto Junction.—This beautiful suburb of Toronto engaged 
the writer to report upon a sewerage system in 1890, but the works 
were not commenced until 1892.

Under the writer’s supervision about 
sewers, and about four miles of storm 
1892 and 1893.

Waterloo 
structing a f 
the writer a 
ewe be purifi 

If the 
would not hai 
method of dis

seven miles of sanitary 
sewers were constructed in se,

By-laws regulating plumbing and the laying of house 
connections were passed early in 1893, and during that year the 
supervision of the house sowers was under the direction of the 
writer, but the plumbing inspections were made by an official not 
under the control of the engineer.

In this place the separate system

sewer

In several
has been recon 
the only syster

Conclvsioi 
system in 
writer’s oonclüi 
engineers :

vigorously opposed from 
the first, and the by-laws regulating plumbing, etc, differed so 

radically from the by-laws in Toronto that they were passed with 
the greatest difficulty.

was
opei

The Toronto Junction system is, in the writer’s opinion, the best 
example of the separate system in Ontario, but unfortunately the 
town’s affairs are now controlled by those who were in “ opposition" 
in 1890, 1891, 1892 and 1893, and consequently every attempt hu 
been made to discredit the system and its working.

In 1894 the maintenance of the works was taken out of the 
hands of the town engineer and placed under an inexperienced and 
incompetent man ; and in 1895 the town decided to do without a 
town engineer, the mayor, however, drawing a salary sufficient to 
keep the sewer system in perfect order. Until 1894 the Mayor 
demanded no salary.

Notwithstanding the unreasonable hostility to the system by a 
few persons who have axes to grind, no changes of importance have 
been made in the by-laws, and no change whatever in the system, 
and there is no probability that such will be made. No fault what- I 
ever is found with the sewers proper, but objection is made to the 
" unnecessary stringent” provisions of the plumbing by-law, and to 
the fact that the sub-soil tiles cannot be used for purposes for which I 
they were not designed. /
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A PLEA FOR GOOD DRAINAGE.

By Henry Carre, Belleville, M. E. Soc. 0. E.

Gentlemen : Amidst the ruins of the most ancient cities of which 
We have an7 hietoricBl knowledge, may be seen at the present day 
the remains of old sewers, showing wonderful skill in design and work- 
manship and proving conclusively that the necessity of a thorough 
system of sewerage was deemed as necessary then as it is now.

Sewerage works are no new fad. Babylon, Nineveh, Oarthage, 
Jerusalem and Rome still show the care which was taken to do the 
work well, and that the contractors of those days knew how, and did, 
honest work, is plain to be seen from the fact that after thousands 
of years have passed away, those portions which have not been ruth- 
lessly destroyed by man remain sound and strong. How much of 
the vaunted work of to day will stand the same test 1 Very little, I 
fear. The archivologist of A.D. 6000 will find few traces of 
sewers, when delving among the ruins of the cities of the present 
time. Still although the work done to-day is not in many cases is 
durable as that of old, we can show great improvement in design. 
Science has solved many things which were hidden in those day, |
when microscopes were unknown, and not even a microbe was to be 
teen.
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The general eiHow many ages had passed away, what terrible plagues had 
ravished the country, before men’s eyes were opened to the necessity 
of cleansing their cities we cannot tell exactly. But man has not 
cLanged so very much since the days of the Grecians and Romani, j 
but that we can judge in part of the existing state of public feeling 
then, by the examples to be met on eveijj hand in our own time.

During what is know as the Dark Ages, there would seem to I 
have been a regular falling away from the state of civilization exist- 
ing m other matters besides religion, and it is only within the pre
sent century that the world is awakening once more to a sense of the
necessity of cleanliness, not only of our persons and homes, but of œr I 

cities.
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Now, compare this with your water tax, for instance, which will 
be universal, and may rise. Here in our City of Belleville we 

pay «6 a year for every tap in our house or lawn (and it is well 
worth the money), that is «30 in five years, «60 in ten years, 
on with compound intereeVdojibling and tripling itself, 
see that five years of water tax

he well done 
true to a reg 

never re 
and thus avo 
long cess-pool 
notlose its st 
attacks the w, 

For the sal 
let us have sen
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Now yon
on one tap, would pay your sewerage 

tax in Mo—no more to pay, though the benefit still goes on. ’Tis 
hke a paid up insurance policy, and even better, for it goes on after 
you are dead and gone and your property also rises in value from 
the day the sewer is built

There is however another point which must not forget, and 
that id this, a nine inch pipe is not sufficient in all sections of the 
city. As we approach the outlet the volume of sewage increase.. 
Intercepting sewers must be provided along certain streets, and an 
expensive outlet sewer must be put in„ How is this to be paid fori 
Are those living on the street where an 18 inch pipe has to be laid, 
to pay the full price, on the same principle as the street with a nine 
inch pipe ? To this we say, certainly not. It would not be fair to do 
so. The enlarged pipe is necessary for the common good, and the 

of cost should be paid out of the public treasury, and included 
in the municipal tax, each one bearing his share, so that those living 
on a street where a main or intercepting sewer has been laid would 
only pay for the cost of laying a nine inch tile, as on any other street, | 

and their due proportion of the outlet and main sewers

excess

when divided
among all. the tax payers. It might be a good idea, in this age of 
business, to offer a bonus to the street that first built 

' inducement to get the thing started. •
If then, I say, we look at the comforts which without

a sewer, as si

sewerage
we cannot have, such as bath-rooms and W. C.’s in our houses, m 
well as the decrease in the death rate, which has been clearly proved I 
to be consequent on the adoption of sewerage, and compare the «et I 
of all this with whayrfe^ave to pay for other necessary thing* I 
there is little doubt but that every sensible man will vote for sero. I 
age every day and twice on Sundays? But above all things «f'yos I 
do decide on a system of sewerage let us copy the ancients and let it I
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POSSIBILITY OF SIMPLE AND SAFE HOUSE PLUMBING. 

By Hkrbkrt J. Bowman, 0. E., Berlin, Town Engineer.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : In the Statutes of Ontario, 47th 
Victoria will be found " The Public Health Act, 1884,” and appended 
thereto a by-law, the enactments of which a 
municipality till altered by the Municipal Council.

Sections 15 and 16 of this by-law are practically the plumbing 
regulations in force all over the Province, except in the cities and 

, towns that have adopted plumbing regulations of their
In order to see whether they are so framed as to admit of the 

“ Po88lbllity of Simple and Safe House Plumbing,’’ it may 
J toreatin8 t0 examine these enactments which are as follows

Sec. 15. The following regulations regarding the construction of 
houses shall be in force within this municipality :

Rule 1 —No house shall be built in or upon any site, the soil of 
which has been ma%p up of any refuse, unless such soil shall have 
been removed from such site, and the site disinfected, or unless the 
said soil shall have been covered with a layer of charcoal, covered^ 
a layer of concrete at least six inches thick and of such «hflioasl 
thickness as may be requisite under the circumstances to preveijTthe 
escape of gases into such proposed house.

Rule 2.—The drain of every house which may be connected with 
cess pool shall be ventilated by means of a pipe extending 

upward from the highest point of the main soil

are in force in every
î

own.

be in-

/

a sewer or

or wasve-pipe, and 
also by a pipe carried upward from the drain outside the walls of the 
house according to the principles shewn in the appended diagram. 
Ihcse pipes shall be of the same dimensions as the said main soil or 
waste-pipe, and shall be constructed of the
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In examining these statutory plumbing regulations it must be 
remembered that they were compiled at least as far back as 1884, 
and that since that time considerable progress has been made toward 
simple and at the same time safe plumbing, and the methods of good 
plumbing practice have become more uniform.

Upon looking at the diagram appended to the Health Act, it 
will be seen that a trap is placed on the drain between the house and 
the sewer, but it is also indicated by the dotted lines that this trap 
may be omitted. Thus it will be seen that the views of both the 
opposing schools of plumbing experts have been met, one insisting 
upon a trap on the house drain and the other insisting that no such 
obstruction should be placed there.

The diagram, however, can scarcely be taken as illustrating a 
typical Canadian house, as comparatively few houses have two bath 
rooms.
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It would have been better to have shewn the necessary arrange
ment for a kitchen sink on the ground floor and also to have shown
the cellar excavated, as is now usually done under the greater part 
of the house, affording a convenient place for the laundry with its 
stationary wash tubs or the less expensive slop hopper.

Rule 1, dealing* with the soil of building sites, dois not come 
within the scope of our present inquiry, so it may be passed

Rule 2, requires the extension upwards of the soil pipe (a) through 
the roof but goes où to state that this extension may be of galvanisai H,r0n «oil pipe and o 

sheet iron. A sheet iron pipe is a cheap and temporary make-shift 
and should not be allowed in connection with house plumbing. Noth
ing but cast iron soil pipe and lead or brass waste-pipe are now used 
in good plumbing. This rule requires an outside ventilating pipe, (i)

i n <
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t
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J •b. to thefresh air inlet, is not usually extended above the roof, but only aboit
two fert above the ground. It is very unlikely that the fresh sir___
inlet would act at all were it constructed bending over the roof » ^■l*e *° posure a liben 
shewn in the diagram. This rule calls for still another ventilatiig h*s been found, he 
pipe (c) in case a trap is placed on the main drain. This pipe is to ■“d holes and other c
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112 POSSIBILITY OF SIMPLE AND SAFE HOUSE PLUMBING.

and fittings are mostly used after having been immersed in linseed 
oil to prevent them trom rusting. The only proper way Calender 
cast iron soil pipe impervious to gas or, liquids is to require a good 
thickness of metal, and a standard for the different sizes should 
undoubtedly be laid down in the Public Health Act. This would 
please the manufacturers, because they would require but one set of 
patterns ; it would please the wholesalers because they would require 
to stock only the standard sizes; it would please the master plumbers 
because they would then not fear the dishonest rival under-bidding on 
light pipe ; it would please the plumber because it would lessen the 
danger of having to remove cracked pipes and fittings when the water- 
test is hpplied ; and last of all it would be a great benefit to the house

holder as he would have the foundation of a good plumbing job 
ensured.

The requirement that the waste from every fixture should be 
trapped and vented, is a good general rule, although there are some 
cases where trap-vents are not necessary. The word “ safe” most I 
have crept into the list of fixtures unawares, as it has long been con 
sidered a violation of the rules of good plumbing to connect a safe- I 
waste direct with any drain. Safes of sheet lead were usually placed I 
under the old fashioned boxed-in plumbing fixtures to prevent water I 
from leaky or defective baths, etc., going through the floor and in- I 
juring the ceiling below. It is quite possible that sufficient water I 
might never be caught in a safe to fill a trap on its waste, hence it I 
should not be connected direct with the plumbing system, but eitipty I 
openly into some lower fixture. Fortunately safes are now seldoj I 

required since all fixtures are left open and if any water leaks onte ■ 
the floor it may be easily seen and mopped up. The conclusion «f I 
rule 3 is somewhat indefinite, viz : 11 All joints shall be constructed I 
so as to prevent gas escaping through them." The section of the I 
Toronto plumbing by-law governing this matter is much more prseti-l 
cal and is as follows : “ Every connection between lead and ini I 
pipes shall be made with brass thimbles or ferrules, having pruperij 1 
wiped joints, and the ferrules shall be properly gasketted, leaded ud I 
caulked into the said pipe. Feriules for four-inch pipe shall weiftfl
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114 POSSIBILITY OF SIMPLE AND SAFE HOUSE PLUMBING.

from an ordinary kitchen sink should not be more than 1J in. in 
diameter and have an ordinary lead trap properly vented to prevent 
the seal being syphoned out when the rush of water goes down the 
soil pipe from the closet.

Rule 5 is a wise one, as no refrigerator waste should be connected 
direct with the plumbing system. During the winter no ice is placed 
in the box and the water seal of the trap would soon be lost. There 
is no objection, however, to have the waste water from the refriger
ator discharged openly into the kitchen sink or into any plumbing 
fixture in the basement below, or it may discharge into the trap on 
the cellar drain. No mention seems to be made in the rules of how 
cellar drainage should be arranged where it is required.

Rule 6 is intended to prevent contamination of the drinking 
water in case the water should be turned off in the street main and 
a partial vacuum thus caused.

Section 16, requiring owners of houses to file in the county 
registry office plane of the drainage and plumbing of same as executed, 
seems to be entirely ignored. House plumbing should be constructed 
so that every detail may be easily examined without a plan, but of 
course a plan of the outside drainage should be on record somewhere, 
and if every town had a registry office no better place could be found.

From the foregoing comments the conclusion may be drawn that 
when the statutes are revised in 1897 some changes and addition! 
are required to bring this portion of the Public Health Act up to 
date.
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CHEESE FACTORIES AND SLAUGHTERHOUSES.

busy themselves in that unfriendly manner, and the municipality put 
" to the outrageous expense of seventy-five dollars by that abominable 

** board of health.

On arriving within sixty rods of the building we were delighted 
with the pleasing effect on the olfactory nerves. We found within 
ten rods of the factory about twenty well fed hogs ; the pen had not 
been cleaned for weeks. You can well imagine the sanitary condition 
of the mud in which they were wallowing. They appeared as con
tented as if they were in their haven ortést and why should people 

grumble. The ground under and around the factory was thoroughly 
saturated with whey. There was a drain about one hundred feet 
long anà twenty inches wide with the lowest end under the factory. 

That drain contained one hundred and fifty cubic feet of maggots in 
active motion and I submit that it is far better to have then! in the 
drain than in the cheese. The owners of the hogs will tell you that 
they have rights and can keep things where they please on their ow> 
hinds. Perhaps you may have a Solomon in the community, who hu 
the confidence of all, to tell them “ When I was a boy there/was no 
board of health, that the pig pen was put in the mo|t Convenient 
place for feeding, and only cleaned once a year when they wanted 
the manure for the land.” “ That the hog was never happy without 
a full stomach and a mud hole to lie down in.” “ That people 
had some liberty in those days and they never heard tell of diph- 
theria either.”

Be that as it may, you are well aware that there is nothing more I 
powerful to absorb bacteria than milk. That milk'appears to be I 
a natural medium for the growth of the Loeffler bacilli. That the I 
milk while being transferred at the factory, where the air is saturated I 
with gas, must take in large quantities of microbes. That milk when I 
heated for the purpose of making cheese has not the high tempers- I 
ture continued long enough to sterilize it. That curd will absorb I 

bacteria. —.
If milk were heated l/ng enough to kill the microbes, the rats I 

are constantly exposed to the gas within the building, and the milk I 
on cooling would imbibe sufficient to make the cheese dangerous te I 

those who are susceptible to any of the bacteria.
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METHODS FOR DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE OF LONDON.

By T. V. Hutchinson, M.D., Medical Health Officer, London.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : I may premise what I have to 
Bay on the subject of the disposal of the London sewage, by stating 
thé fact that any system which does not return to the soil that which 

was taken from it, is wrong in principle, and it is only a question of 
time when from the universal impoverishment of the soil new taking 
place, bjr pouring decayed vegetable matter and sewage into rivers 
and lakes, the disastrous effects of this foolish and shortsighted 
policy will become manifest. We should not only return to the soil 
those constituents we take frotr it for the sustenance of our bodies, 

but to make things even the carcass or body must be given back as 
well. This impoverishment of the soil is not only taking place in 
cities and tjowna by the action of man, but the fertilizing constitu

ents of the soil are continually being washed down hillsides and 
slopes into streams and lakes, and eventually deposited in the bottom 
of the sea where they can do no good. The consequences of this uiay 

seem remote, but not so remote as some w ould think. A German 
thinker has recently demonstrated that, through enforced modern 

sanitary measures in saving and prolonging life, and the natural 

increase of population,—and this last factor can certainly be de
pended upon,—in 188 years the maximum population which the 
earth is capable of sustaining will be reached, the struggle for sub

sistence will become more and more severe, and the race in conse
quence deteriorate. Some of us may not live to see these changes, 
but in these days of condensed Methuselahs 188 years will not be I 

long passing away. It may be asked why should we concern our I 
selves about posterity, what has posterity ever done for us t Some I 
here no doubt have made laudable efforts to contribute their qoots I 

to this natural increase of population, and this posterity might hare I 
some grounds to reflect unpleasantly on the wisdom of their anew- I
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and from some private houses also empties into the creek. It is so 
convenient that it is almost impossible to keep sewage out of it, until 
now it may be called an open sewer. I proposed a plan some years 
ago that a small trunk sewer be laid dçwn along the bed of the creek 
from East London to the river. This would be used solely for sew- 

age purposes. Let the creek flow over it and let the storm water 
take care of itself. The expense, however, was the great objeetion, 
and the sewer was never constructed.
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. that the sewers north of King and east of Adelaide street,' with the 
ptions of Hyman, Wellington (the two latter clear water drains) 

and Richmond streets, which empty into the Carling Creek, find their 
outlets in the King street sewer which enters the River Thames
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ooe, empty into the mill race Horton street. a i

Bathurst, Talbot to arence, Clarence, Bathurst to Horton, 
Horton street, Clarenc^ to Richmond, Simcoe street, Talbot to Olar-
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ence, empty into the Richmond street sewer, which extends southerly 
to King street and finds its outlet at Hunt's dam. All sewers eut 
of Richmond and soutlf^of King, not mentioned in the foregoing find 

their outlets in the Wellington street sewer which empties at Wel
lington street bridge.

St James street sewer empties into the River Thames at the 
foot of the street. Wellingtqfa, Sydenham, Uolborne, Thornton 
avenue, Oxford, Maitland, William, Elizabeth, Lome avenue, Eng
lish and Quebec streets, all clear water drains empty into Oarling’i 
creek.

t

In the 6th ward, Briscoe, Wray, Langarth, Edward 

J Henry, Bruce and Askin streets (all drains) empty into Mill creek, 
* and eventually reach the river through the Cores. Alma, Maple 

and Wharncliffe Highway sewers empty into Hut's Gully and through 
the Coves to the river. Beecher street empties into the river
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full and methodical expansion of the lungs in which the candidate for 
tuberculosis is singularly deficient. He must not abandon the 
to his own methods of taking exercise, after he has left school" 
the battle of life is begun. He must advise him to beco 
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his body and be useful to his 
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ofjacrosse and baseball, so loudly indeed, that even the fair sex mav 
pause tq listen, and perhaps in fast-coming and more regenerate days 
emulate, after a fashion, the athletic prowess of the men To those.’ 
who have entered on middle life, to whom the pastime, of youth and 
early manhood are unsuited, to those whose muscles and blood-vessel, 
are no longer pliant, he should counsel regular walking 
the gentle daily use of the bicycle.

And what must he say of cleanliness. In season and out of sea- 
he must call for the cleansing of tMsoïl about our dwellings, the 

dpaning of the cellars and outhouses, the opening of doors and win- 
dows so that pure air may penetrate, and the bright sunshine from 
Canadian Aies may show where filth «(industriously accumulated 
m our dwellings. He must speak of the charm 
and show how cleansing of the skin relieves oo 
and prevents the foul exhalations of the body f 
the air.
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These and many more suggestions may be thrown out to show 
from the cradle upwards, all of us, the predisposed in 

may be saved from the ravages of tuberculosis, which annually count, 
among its victims 12.24 per cent of all who die in this Province.

But there is yet more,
In the March number of the Dominion Medical Monthly, I pub 
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from town to conntr, tod rice ver», in the prevention end tmet- 
ment of tuberculosis.
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130 HOW SHALL WE BEST RESIST TUBERCULOSIS.

of the country air of Ontario as compared with the not populous 
cities of the Province. For instance, the death-rate per 1,000 of 
population from ill tubercular diseases in 1893 was in,

perme* 
suggestive o 

How chi 
ignoble atrifi 
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A beautiful 
charm the ey< 
retreat to thoi 
race !

Deaths from 
Tuberculosis.

Cities. Population.4 Rate per 1,000,
I

1
Toronto 
Ottawa ..., 
Brantford., 
Guelph .... 
Belleville ..

Total
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25 Such18 a spo 

great lakes, f0, 
die in greater 
inland counties
Mon, for

269,203 718 2.66
1
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Algoma.............. '
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Haliburton.....................
Bruce..................................
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Simcoe....... ................

44,912
68,499

6,481
66,966
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advantages and 
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content, w
Total 316,814 287 .74\

Evidently tuberculosis is rare in the pure country air of Ontario; 
here, as in Europe, it thrives in cities. Emigration of the tubercular 
class from the city to the country is therefore just as imjferative ff 
Ontario as in France.
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country houses are so built as to satisfy the require* 
ments of correct ventilation ; in some light does not penetrate into 
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132 HOW SHALL WE BEST RESIST TUBERCULOSIS.

fee ted and destroyed. The sanitarium for tuberculosis will thus be- 
great school for the people of the Province, and, as Canadi- 

reading, thinking people, what they note and observe, or 
whit they read of the observations of visitors, as communicated 
through the press, will lucidly instruct them in the best methods of 
resisting this omnipresent plague.

To recapitulate then, I would say, in addi ion to the notification of 
cases, with disinfection of houses, sputa, etc., and expert in
spection of meat and milk, we shall best resist tuberculosis by (1) 
waging a relentless war against alcohol ; (2) by providing a sufficient 
quantity of nourishing food for our families, particularly by paying 
great care and attention to the dieting of the mother of the family ; 
(3) by providing that every infant shall be nursed by its mother, 
unless for good cause, and (4) that the infant shall have fresh air in 
the house, and shall, in fine weather, be sent out in a baby carriage ;
(5) by seeing that the child is kept clean in a clean house, and as it 
advances in age fed on suitable food, not over rich, so as to make it 
dyspeptic, nor too poor so as to make it poor blooded and rickety ; '
(6) that, when of school age, it shall not be taught in small 
heated, unventilated rooms, when it is the duty of the tchool trus

tees to provide the best that can be got ; (7) that suitable sports 
shall be indulged in at recess and in play time ; (8) that the scholars 
shall not be asked to learn more than a reasonable curriculum cells 
for ; (9) that the delicate, over anxious child, who loves books 
than play, shall not be encouraged to visit the lending library, and 
waste valuable time over a novel, thereby laying the foundations for 
a weak chest and short sight, instead of playing or doing some, useful 
work about the house ; (10) that the weak-chested child, «or the 
tubercular are always small chested, shall not be apprenticed to 
stone cutting, knife grinding, printing, dress-making, school-teaching, j 
or any dangerous, sedentary occupation ; but made to earn a liveli
hood by means of a calling, which admits of exercise in the open air; 
(11) that he shall be encouraged to become a volunteer, to engage I 
in games and sports, to work moderately at a trade or profession, dis- | 
euading him from selecting a sedentary one; (12) should misfortune I
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PR uGpRa^S.AND FRANCES THERETO IN THF 
HEATING AND VENTILATION, ETC., OF SCHOOL E

HOUSES.
Bv John Johnston, Esq., Belleville, County Inspector of '

Schools.
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Gentlemen : Statistics fully demonstrate that of all ordinary causes 
of disease, none is so productive of sickness and death a, impure air. 
How important, therefore, that everyone should understand and put 
into practice the remedies, which are thorough ventilation and cleanli- 
ness. Ventilation is the exchange of impure air of 
for the pure, fresh air of the external

a room or inclosure, 
atmosphere, and the main object 

to be attained is the greatest possible interchange of air, compatible 
with the safety of the occupants. The only danger which can arise 
from the too free admission of air is the possibility of producing, 
cold in the head, sore throat or some such affection.

The
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composition of atmospherio air by volume is as follows :_ 
nitrogen 79.12 per cent, oxygen 20.80, carbonic acid .04, oarburetted 
hydrogen .04, and ammonia a trace.
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Oxygen is the sustaining princi- 
pie of animal life and of oidinary combustion. When an animal is 
placed in a vessel of pure oxygen its heart beats with increased 

energy and rapidly ; it soon dies from excess of vital action. Many 
substances, also, that are not at all combustible under ordinary 
circumstances burn when placed in p 
brilliancy and vigor.

oxygen with extraordinaryure
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Nitrogen, on the other hand, supports neither respiration nor 
combuotion. In the atmosphere, it serves the important purpose of 
diluting the oxygen and thus fitting it tor the function it is designed 

to perform in the animal property cs 
upon the compoaiticeconomy. Carbonic acid is a highly 

poisonous gas, formed by the union of oxygen and carbon (charcoal). 
It is produced in large quantities during the mr were to separate 

follow, 
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processes of animal 
respiration, common combustion, fermentation, volcanic action, and 
the decay of animal and vegetable substances. Although wh« 
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^ gases and germs are very readily absorbed by milk, meat and other 
articles of diet, and by their use, disease may be introduced into 
the system.

In adopting means for the removal of impure air from 
building, abundant facilities for its escape should be secured. It is 
said that the air that has been exhaled from the lungs contains a 
large per cent, of carbonic acid, and this gas is known to be heavier 
than common air. It is asserted by many that in the process of 

ventilation, the exhaust should be from the bottom of the room, be

cause this gas settles there ; but it has been shown that foul air will 
rise to the top of a heated school room, and that this part needs venti
lation not less than the bottom, but this ventilator should be closed 

during the day or else the heated air of the room would pass out 
rapidly at the top.
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and even of teaching, depends very much upon the knowledge 
teacher possesses of his pupils* dispositions. It is on the playground
that pupils first encounter opposing desires and clashing wills, and 
the teacher can
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all that play of passion and all those springe of action and 
diversities of character incident to social life, 
himself on the playground, and the teacher, if he freely mingles 
with his pupils (and this he should do, while in play), can scarcely 
fail to gather information that will aid him in his schoolroom duties 
and prove beneficial to the school.

room,

Each individual is

The circumstances of the play, 
ground 'may be used to impart important moral lessons, 
playground the real character of pupils shows itself, and the quick 
judgment of the true teacher will tell him when he may give a hint 
that will awaken attention to the right and the wrong, or plant the 
seed of a moral truth that will grow up in the heart and produce 
fruit a hundred fold.

On the

I am a firm believer in the presence of the
teacher on the playground. In all my experience I found good 
results by taking part with the pupils in their games.
footraces with them, played ball, cricket, and took part in all the 

amusements, and my presence did not detract anything from the 
fun or frolic, but was beneficial in elevating the general tone of the 
enjoyment. Unkind words will not be spoken, nor selfish deeds be 
done, when the teacher is present, and good qualities will 
habitual. z

I have run
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Ventilation. We have many excellent schoolhouses well supplied 
with maps and apparatus of all kinds, necessary for the thorough and 
proper teaching of all the classes. Many of them are supplied with the 
most approved seats and desks. The old seats and desks are gradu
ally giving place to more modern ones, and I am glad to say that in 
a short time every schoolhouse in my inspectorate will have desks 
and seats of the most approved pattern. But while this can he laid, 
there is much need, in many cases, for improvement in ventilation.
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ventilation will be much more perfect if a ventiduct, starting at the 
floor of the schoolroom, is carried up in front of the smoke flue and 

separated from it by a sheet-iron partition. In this way the smoke 
m the flue will heat, and of course expand the air in the 
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Beneath the stove an opening may be made in the floor or base and 
connected with the outer air. The air is heated by contact with the 
heated iron of the stove, and it. volume being increased by the rar- 

ification which heat produces, the air immediately rises to the top of 
the room and is replied by the denser and colder air and this in 
turn becomes heated to^si and be replaced by more cold air. The 

air passes under the jacket and up between it and the stove, and be
come. heated in passing, and if the exhaust is near the stove and 
through a flue extending to the floor, the condition, are considered 

excellent, provided that the stove, the air supply and the ventilating 
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breathe. From what I know of the Smead Dowd system, and from 
the opinions of numerous educationists, in the States of New York 
Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Kansas and other States, I can 
safely say that 1 believe it to be the best system of any now in use,
and hope that it will be put in the schoolhouse soon to be built in 
this city.
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The school law of this Province requires that, ip each room, the
occupied by a pupil's desk shall be at least twelve square feet 

per pupil, and at least 250 cubic feet of air space for each child. 
The law in 18,2 required nine square feet for each pupil, and the 
average space of 100 cubic feet of air for each child.

In addition to what has already been said I may state my opinion : 
That five is too young an age to send children to school, and that, up 
to nine years of age, pupils ought not to spend more than four hour, 
per day in school. That the tasks assigned to pupils for home pre
paration and school work are commonly too long and too indefinite; 
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WHAT SHALL BE CLASSED AS DANGEROUS INFECTIOUS 
. DISEASES! Xt

By Chas. A. Hodoktts, Toronto, M.D., L. R. O. P., Lond.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: That all infectious and 
contagious diseases are dangerous to the community, not only Iron 
the deaths caused thereby, but also from the suffering and ill health 
they occasion, must be admitted, and that in estimating the degree 
of danger in any particular disease, the mortality rate alone should 
not be fhe only factor considered, will be allowed ; what the other 
factors are will be indicated when discussing the several diseases.

The progress made during the past two decades in the proven 
tion of the spread of infectious diseases, which hitherto had caused 
such destruction of life, forms a page in the history of the world which 
may be profitably considered ; no brighter spots can be found in medi- I 
cal annals than the sanitary victories gained in the suppression, nay, 
almost total annihilation of what have been the dreaded scourges of 
the world ; and posterity will cherish no nobler and worthier 
than those who have been foremost in the good work, those who 
have devoted their lives to the advancement of preventative medicine. 
The history of smallpox, which* "from 1760 to 1800, caused nearly 
one-tenth of the total number of deaths (96 out of every 1000 death 
from all causes) and in epidemic years nearly double that number ” 
is perhaps the most important to be mentioned. The periodicity of this 

, disease has been lengthened from once in three years to ten years, and 
the death rate in Great Britain alone has been reduced to 10 per/ 
1000 of the deaths, for the years from 1864-1892. Epidemic choirs 
too, which previous to its crossing the Atlantic in 1832, had/in» 

series of widespread epidemics, paralysed trade and commerce and 
carried off its thousands, the mortality ranging in different epidemics 
from 20 to 30 per cent to 70 to 80 per cent, of those attacked. Agtit

Parke*, Hygiene and Public Health, page 416. II
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i

The diseases classed as “ dangerous ” and mentioned in the Public 
Health Act, R. 8. 0. 1887, are smallpox, diphtheria, scarlet fever, 
cholera and typhoid fever, although provision is made for “ any other 
contagious disease dangerous to the public health ” and for which, as 
well as for those named, the five sanitary measures just mentioned 
are essential for their prevention and extermination. Regarding the 
diseases named in the Act there exist no two opinions ; but there 
are others of the same group which it would, I think, be advisable 
to place there too ; the very placing of a disease in the group has
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an influence.to make the local authorities more alive to the necessity 
of acting* in\ firm manner when notified thereof.

The Academy of Medicine of France,* in 1893, recommended to 
the Minister of the Interior, the following as the list for compulsory 
notification, viz. : cholera and choleriform affections, yellow fever, 
plsgue, smallpox and varioloid, scarlatina, sweating sickness, diph
theria, typhoid fever, typhus fever, dysentery, puerperal infections, 
ophthalmia neonatorum ; this, though comprehensive, does not, we 
think, go far enough, and should have included, measles and cases 
diphtheritic, as recommended to the Academy by the committee. I 

t »m not wishing to apply the list just given to this Province, for some 
\ of the diseases^mpntrened are strangers to this clime. One there is, 

/however, of which we have in portions ot the Dominion at least 
felt its effects. I refer to typhus fever. The report presented by Dr. 
Moplizambertf shows that during the years 1838 to 1891 there 
Xere but eight years in which cases of the kind were not reported at 
Grosse Isle Quarantine Station, and as recently as 1877 there hap 
pened an outbreak in Montreal, assignable to the chief predisposing 
causes, overcrowding, lack of cleanliness, bad food and intemperance, 
there having been found, according' to Osier,{ no trace of infection 
Considering the fact that in some of our cities we h^ve had, during
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The sanitarian who is a careful reader of medical literature and 

thoughtful observer of outbreaks of these diseases must be impressed 

writhe parallel in their history to what has been recorded of some of 
the dangerous ones whose character has been favorably altered by the ‘ 

enforcing of wise sanitary measures, epidemics occur less frequent- 
ly and the mortality has been markedly reduced. Ihat " fatalism ”is 

so rampant among the general public, and in a smaller degree among 
the medical fraternity, in respect to these two diseases is to be regret 
ted, for there is no more reason why children should be afflicted with- 
either thp with scarlet fever or smallpox ; what sanitary regulations 
have done in others of the infectious jplass will be followed by is 

like happy results in the case of measles and whooping cough if 
fully applied. Just how far to enforce notification, isolation, etc., it 
is not in the province of this paper to discuss, but that more atten
tion should be paid to them by The Health authorities fr apparent— 

to convince of the fact is but to arouse them to action.
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upon whom these two diseases most heavily fall are 
undoubtedly the poor and unhealthy. In writing of the former of 
the two diseases, an English authority says :* '* In the tubercular and 

wasted, to be found among the lower classes, the mortality is 

mous, no disease more certainly being attended with a fatal result ” 
and places the mortality at 9-10 per cent.* of the latter disease, refer- 
ence is made in a similar strain, the mortality quoted at 7.6 per cent., 
and the author closes this portion of the article with the significant 

sentence:—«« It i§ certain that those figures do not represent the total 

mortality, as they do not necessarily include those who die some 
months later of tuberculosis and gastric intestinal atrophy.” Thai 
this expresses the trde <
be allowed, but in a smaller degree, yet still none the lees true.

There are several points to be especially noted in these disease*, 
which make more difficult the placing of restrictions upon them : (a) 
their infectiousnees during the incubative stage, and (6) the gnat
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163 dangerous infectious diseases.

possess of tuberculosis being infectious in character although slow in 
its development, we must acknowledge its dangerousness; it is certain- 
ly more difficult to handle ; but sanitarians will not have done theit 
duty to the public until f 
the arrest of tuberculosis in

SOME PB 

Br J. J. Msome measures are adopted with a view to 
midst Experimental the methods 

may be at first and the returns for the work done will of necessity 
be slow in making themselves apparent, but the ultimate is certain 
to prove of permanent good.
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Public Health Act, it has faith and confidence 
when (foaling with outbreaks of
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smallpox and diphtheria, diseases 
of which they have felt the terrible effects and to which their

particularly directed by sanitarians by reason of the 
satisfactory manner in which the work has been done ; then why 
should we not direct attention to the diseases which I have indicated 

as coming under the class « dangerous" 1 In the towns and cities 
where sanitary police are employed, the extra work could be carried 
on with but little increase of cost, and were but suitable means 
adopted, the public would ultimately be as appreciative of them in 
the diseases indicated as they have of the system of notification, iso
lation, disinfection, quarantine and medical inspection as carried out 
in dealing with those now classed under this head.
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such a remedy is discovered, I do not hestitate to say that all the 
work which led up to tuberculin and must be able
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The disappointment-at the failure of tuberculin as a remedial
agent has had the effect, however, of casting a doubt upon all sub
sequent bacteriological work, and its effect has been shown in the way 
in which serum therapy has been received by the medical profession. 
It speaks well for the scientific basis underlying serum therapy 
that, in spite of this prejudice, it has won its way so far with the 
profession.

If there was undue haste and premature publication in the case 
of tuberculin, the same cannot be said in regard to the anti-toxin 
treatment of diphtheria ; the first work on the subject appeared in 
the bacteriological journals in 1890, and from that time forward
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every monthfedded new facts, and in 1892 Behring and Wernicke -, 
had immunjifed a sheep against diphtheria, so that its blood 
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for the cure of experimental diphtheria in animals. 
The method which they used then, is practically the method 
ployed to-day, so that the time between Behring’s first publication 
and its first use in hospital
ling in every way the scientific basis of the treatment.
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The con
sequence was that, when the treatment was applied to actual cases, 
bacteriologists, who were familiar with the literature, looked for just 
those favorable results which were obtained.

The principles which underlie serum therapy are at present fairly 
well known, but there are many points which require elucidation, and 
I have no doubt that when a few years are passed we will look back 
to our present methods as crude indeed.

The whole basis of serum therapy, 
is applied, rests upon the knowledge of the germ which causes that 
disease. To say that we know that a certain germ causes a certain 
disease, according to Koch, there are three points to be considered : 
1st, the germ must always be found in the diseased tissues ; 2nd, vs I
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as the horse, in gradually increasing doses until the animal 
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the tissues of the animal require to be continually stimulated by 
periodical doses of toxin, otherwise its immunity will tend to decrease 
and the anti-toxic value of its serum to fall.

When we have an anti-toxic serum of a certain strength 
in the laboratory, with fair accuracy determine this strength against 
a given quantity of normal toxin or against a given dose of 

^ ticular culture of the diphtheria bacillus, and this relationship » 
fairly constant ; but when we come to consider the use of the 
anti-toxic serum in the treatment of disease in man, we are brought 
up at once against three unknown factors which we have not to deal 
with» in the laboratory. The first of these, virulence of infecting 
germ is exceedingly important, as upon it depends the amount of 
toxin which form*, into circulation. The second unknown factor is 
connected with the first, viz,, the amount of toxin in the system.

The third factor is perhaps the most important of all ; it is the 
possible presence of mixed infection. In our laboratories we study I 
the relation of antitoxin to immunized diphtheria poison, but in 
practice the diphtheria membrane very fr*., uently contains other I 
bacteria whose products have a complicating effect upon the courw I 
of disease, not only on account of direct action of the toxin of the* I 
other bacteria upon the system, but also on account of the tendency I 
it may have in directly increasing the virulence of the diphtheria I 

germ.
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When injecting anti toxic serum for prophylactic purposes, bov- 
ever, another factor is to be considered, viz, the excreting of the j 
anti toxin from the healthy system. It is pretty certain now that tin 
prophylactic value of an injection only lasts for about two weeks At 
the end of that time, all the anti-toxin has been excreted and tie I 
protection of the system steadily decreases. Behring, in a number I 
of experiments on animals recently published, has come to the m I 
elusion that 3 c.0. of his medium strength serum is the optima I 
dose for this purpose; if more is introduced, it is more rapidly I 
eliminated, and at the end of two weeks' time the result is pncti-l

t
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LABORATORY NOTES ON THE BAOTERIOLOQY OF 
DIPHTHERIA

By B. B. Shuttlkworth, Phar. D, F. C. S., Bactrrioloo18T to 
thb Board of Hralth, Toronto, and Professor of 

Bacteriology, Trinity Medical College.
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Mr. President and Gentlemen : A considerable amount of bac
teriological work relating to anti-toxin experiments was performed
in the laboratory of the Toronto Board of Health daring the clot- 
mg months of 1894, but it was not until February 1st last that 
the examination of diphtheria exudates was carried on in a regular 
and systematic manner. The importance of such investigations was 
dearly demonstrated by the results obtained in the hospitals for 
infectious diseases in Berlin and Paris, and the extensive researches 
of the Health Department of New York. It was, therefore, deter- 
mined by Dr. Sheard, Health Officer of Toronto, that similar work 
should be undertaken in connection with the Isolation Hospital, 
an institution entirely under city control, and in which the greater 
number of patients are the victims of diphtheria.
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1. To confirm clinical diagnosis, and 
cases ; 2. To distinguish between cases of true 

diphtheria and those caused by cocci, so that patients affected by the 
latter could be isolated, and more speedily discharged ; 3. To demon- 
strate the absence of the specific bacillus from the respiratory pas 
sages of convalescents from true diphtheria, with a view s# shortenin 
the usual twenty-eight days’ detention in hospital ;
the diagnosis of outside cases, thus saving isolation and disinfection, 
with their attendant inconvenience and

were :
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K
4. To assist in

expense ; 5. To afford a 
tributing towards ^ knowledge of the disease.

The purpose of this paper is that of presenting a brief account of 
the work performed, and summarizing such facts as seem likely to be 
interesting or useful. To this end the

means of con

same general plan has been
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enabling a reliable diagnosis to be at once pronounced. Another 

advantage is that the condition of the culture medium can be guar
anteed, and the manipulation be in more experienced hands.

The swabs are prepared by cutting No. 15 stetl wire into six- 
ifcch lengths, roughening one end by a few strokes of a chisel-edged 

{hammer, and firmly winding

to make an applicator of about a quarter of an inch in diameter. 
The other end of the wire is then passed through a tapered cork, of 
b»st quality, which 6ts into the non-lipped mouth of a stout, well 
annealed test tube, of 15 mm. external diameter by 100 mm. in 
depth, (say five-eighths of an inch by four inches).

The object should be that of preventing the infected matepfl 

from soaking into the swab, and preference is therefore given to 
oidinary cotton wool, rafoer than the absorbent kind hitherto re- 

commended. A co.rk will also be found an improvement on the 

usual plug of cotton wool, and is practically a sufficient protectios 
from extraneous germs. The tubes, containing the swab, are eteril- I 
ized by one and a half hours’ exposure to a dry heat of 150 degreei I 

C. The swabs are supplied free to any physician requiring thenx. 
Culture. Experiments have been made with various mediafbet I 

Lot filer’s blood serum mixture, prepared by the quick method, hu I
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made, and bearing water of condensation, it does not appear to gite 
such good differential staining as when dry, or older. The while 

and yolk of an egg, with one-third its bulk of bouillon, containin| 

one per cent, of glucqpe, may on occasion be used, as also glycerii 
agar, which is, however, slower than serum, though yielding mud Brough, when 
better macroscopic preparations. Park and Beebe claim that glyoer- Hfound in the exuda 

in-agar is not so reliable for diagnostic purposes as is serum, and I 
have noticed that the growth of Loeffler’e bacillus on this medium s H*0 other, and
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or secretion in the throats of different patients. This seems likely, 
as under artificial cultivation the character of the medium greatly 
influences the appearance of the bacillus. I may say that I have 
found these characteristic specimens most frequently in the exudate* 
from adults.
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Relation 
uncertain at 
into conside 

was designed 
age was take 
treated as dij 
ordinary 
justified this

The variations shown in the bacilli of cultures are not, how
ever, to be wholly accounted for by the character of/the medium, 
nor the temperature or staining manipulations. Cultures of difler
ent exudates grown together, under conditions precise^ similar, and 
stained in like manner, often show very different results. In some 
the bacilli may be uniform in shape, size, arrangement and diagram
matic staining, while other specimens exhibit wide differences in all 

respects, presenting extremely long rods, with wide interruptions, or 
clavate, fusiform, or even pyriform organisms, of the most bizarre 
description. It is thought that these are involution forms, or, 

according to Klein, that they represent a relationship to a mycelial I 
fungus. The variations are very interesting and invite further 
study.
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Relation between the Length of the Bacillue and tàf Virulence. The 
results of Park and Beebe are not in accord with some others, who 
hold that the longest bacilli ere the most virulent. The observa 
tiens of the above named authcra show that the greatest mortality^ 

occurred in those instances in which the rods were shorter than the

prese

average, while there was a diminished death rate with the long 
forms, and a still lower rate with the evenly-stained short forai, H tod non-virulent 

with badly marked characters. Opportunity 

records of the Isolation Hospital for learning the clinical history of 

the casts theie, and, from a comparison of such data with those

I
was afforded by the g or hospital practice 

°f direct contact w

A further set c 
I persons belonging t 

piphtliPria, revealed

F of the c 
P»ster or leas

obtained from the bacteriological examination, the conclusion to be 

formed is in accord with that arrived at in New York, viz. : that 
the size of the bacilli affords little on which to base a prognosis, bat, 

if anything, the longer rods produce less fatal results than those of 
average dimensions.
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\ included forty-five children. These experiments have an important 
bearing on isolation, and this must be my excuse for a digression in a 
direction in which I have nothing original to offer.

Per tinte nee of the Bacilli in the Throats of Patients. Some observa
tions have been made on this point. The shortest period for the

disappearance of the bacilli, after the patient’s admission to hospital, 
was

Failure me 
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correct idea

five days and the longest forty-two days. A somewhat interest
ing case was that of patient No. 1820, an adult, in which, by the 
thirteenth day, the bacilli had entiraly disappeared, and recovery vu 

progressing rapidly. On the thirteenth day after this, and within 
day of the termination of the stipulated period of convalescence, 

reinfection occurred, as evidenced by the clinical signs of the disease, 
and confirmed by bacteriological test. By the thirteenth day the 
bacilli had again disappeared and the discharge of the patient 
followed shortly after. This was a clear case of reinfection, and, 
taken in connection with the ascertained variability in the persistence 

of the bacilli, shows conclusively that a definite time limit cannot be
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fourteen days after the disappearance of the exudate is a fairly well 
chosen term, it is sometimes too long for the safety of the patient, 

and often not long enough to prevent infection being carried bj 
those who are discharged. Park and Beebe think that the isolation 
of patients should continue until cultures prove the absence of I 

and when such examinations cannot be made, at least three weed 
should elapse after the disappearance of the membrane. During the I 

past two months, as confidence has been established in bacteriologies! I 
results, considerable advantage has been take* of such tests, u I 
governing the discharge of patients, and in no instance has then I 

been any reason to doubt the correctness of the conclusions.
Diagnosis by Examination of the Exudate. The question is often I 

asked whether, by a microscopical examination of a smear of the I 
exudate, it is possible to make a diagnosis. In many cases a reliable I 
conclusion can thus be formed, but, in others, it is quite impose bln I
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caaes and 60 in private practice. The results are calculated in the 
nearest whole percentages :__
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The proportion of females to males was 56 and 44 per cent., 
respectively, figures which approximate very closely to those apply, 
ing to New York.

W

WMortality. The type of diseases prevalent in Toronto 
to be, relative 
observed death

appears
lyvof an average character. This is shown by the 
h ratfcssin various American cities, as given in the 

last report of the Toronto Board of Health. A few of these fig 
may be reproduced :—

Cleveland, Ohio .
DesMoines, Iowa 
Brooklyn, N.Y .
Rochester, N.Y 
Boston, Mass.. .
New York, N.Y 
Philadelphia, Pa.
Detroit, Mich. .
Toronto, Ont. (1894) .
Toronto, Ont. (1892-3-4)
Duluth, Minn.
Harrisburgh, Pa.
Toledo, O...........

General health returns cannot be accented as being 
as those of hospitals, where the facilities f»r obtaining statistics sre 
ytmplète and under perfect control. It wiljj therefore, be better to 

itlass thp death rate of the isolation hospital with other institutions 

of the same kind, of which a few records are at hand :__

j Sick Children’s Hospital, Paris, average
I of 5 years..............................................

English hospitals, quoted by Drs. Wash- 
bourn, Goodall and Chard, average... 38.9 “
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Sex and Age in Fatal Cases. The proportion of males and 
females was respectively 44 and 56 per cent., being precisely iden
tical with the ratio of affected

Age is represented by the following percentages :_

Second year...
Third year ...
Fourth year...
Fifth year ....
Sixth year ...
Seventh year .
Eighth year...
Tenth year ...
Thirteenth year

In tl
severe, vi 
each orga

cases.

26 per cent.
12
17

B- diphtheri15
6

15
3

Staphylococci 

Streptococci o 

Staphylo. and

3
3

It will thus be seen that the mortality was 91 per cent, during 

years, while the number of patients under that age 
was 50 per cent. Of the 29 per cent, of patients over 14- years of 
age not a single death occurred.

the first seven
The gem
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cocci, is conÉ 
is the 
cocci

Sixty seven per cent, of the deaths took place within five days 
after admission to the hospital, and 88 per cent, within eight days. 
The longest period from admission to death was 14 days.

, Relation between Organisms Present and Severity of the Disease. 
I offer, with great hesitancy, any remirks on this subject, as some 
of the results indicated by my investigations are as surprising to me 

. as they, doubtless, will be to others. I have, however, no reason to
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH SERUM THERAPY IN

DIPHTHERIA. 1

By W. R. Hall, M.D., M. H. 0., Chatham, Ontario.

Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Association : Diphtheria 
is always a serious toxaemia ; add to this, at times, mechanical

obstruction to breathing with a^ tendency to the occurrence 
of secondary inflammations of the air passages, and acute renal trouble, 
and conditions are indeed very formidable to meet with any 
therapeutic means formerly at our command.

Diphtheria cases differ very much in severity during the progress 
of an epidemic of the disease ; and diphtheria epidemics have their 

own characteristics, some being comparatively mild while others 
run'a deadly course. i

An epidemic which occurred in the Oity of Chatham, during the 
last four months of 1894 and first four months of 1895, seemed to 
be of the latter variety, that is, the symptoms were .exceptionally 

and the death rate unusual, in our experience with thesevere
disease.

19 cases were reported and 1 death.In 1891 
*« 1892 

“ 1893 
" 1894

&
17 It 1 ICl II

8 • I 1II It

120 C deaths.

Out of these 120 cases reported in 1894, 72 were reported in 
the months of September, October, November and December, with 
6 deaths, a fatality of 1 out of every 12.

Aboat the first of the year 1895, the Local Board of Health pur
chased a supply of anti-toxin serum from the Provincial Board of 

Health, through its efficient secretary, <Dr. P. H. Bryce, and sold it 
, to physicians of the city at cost price for pay patients, and free for 

patients unable to pay for it.
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better, membrane mostly gone. 25th.—Father came down in after
noon, saying that throat was clear and child feeling well, and if any- 
thing further should appear he would let me know.

For some days he seemed to do well, but the cold became intense, 
and his rooti, Srhich was not well heated, became very chilly over 

night ; patient felt the cold and in the morning was slightly croupy. 
This gradually increased for two days, when, on the 30th December, 

I was called again. I found patient pale, pulse 130, respirations 
labored and voice husky, croupy cough, heart’s action feeble, a good 
deal of sweating, thin adherent, very white membrane on left tonsil.
I at once recognized most serious danger, put patient on iron again, 
and calomel inhalations every three hours, and called the committee 
together, having received from the M. H. U. the necessaries for the 
anti-toxin injection.

Our Medical Society’s Committee for testing and observing 
results in the anti toxin treatment met on the 31st. Patient’s 
dition was more urgent than on the 30th ; heart very weak. The 
livid color, so painfully characteristic of these croupy cases of 

diphtheria, was very distinctly marked ; heart's action very weak and 

rapid, temperature slightly over the hundred.

The committee was unanimous in the opinion that the patient 

would die, unless some more potent means could be employed than 
had been used hitherto in Chatham.

Fifteen c.c. of anti-toxin were injected inside the lateral 
abdomen early in the afternoon. Only a trace of albumen present 
in urine, which had disappeared by following day. Temperature and 
pulse rate rose considerably from three to six hours after injection, 
but patient felt more comfortable, and symptoms seemed less urgent 

by evening ; during the night cough seemed looser*- and breathing 
easier, and a membranous cast of the trachea was coughed up before 
morning.
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perature 102; at 7 p.ra., pulse Ml6, temperature 101$. .January 15th, 
9 a m., pulse 116, temperature tJ9|" The ne* 

happy resul 

ened with 
22nd, at 12

; at 3 p.m., conditions the same ; 
membrane on this day considerably spread ; at 5 p.m , with the assist
ance of Dr. Hall, gave 12$ c.c. of anti-toxine, before giving it, found 
pulse 120, temperature 99| ; at 9 p.m., pulse 120, temperature 99$. 
January 16th, 10 a.m., membrane gone on right side, pulse 100, 

temperature 98$ ; 7 p.m., pulse 100, temperature 99*. January 17th, 
only rags left of the membrane, pulse 98, temperature 98|. January 
18th, 11 a.m., pulse 84, temperature normal, right tonsil has a trace 
of membrane reappearing. January 19th, much as yesterday, in 
evening showed a little more

croupy cougl 
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has quite disappeared and patient rapidly improved, with a perfect 

recovery. This patient was never apparently dangerously ill, but 
improved at once after injection.

F

Case 2. O. B , a lad of thirteen, very stout and short, weight 149 
lbs , pharynx closed from being so fleshy. February 2nd, 1895, foujd 

appearances of diphtheria this p.m., pulse 100, temperature 100. 
February 3rd, much membrane on both tonsils and on the uvula, 

pulse 75, temperature normal, nasal voice ; at 5 p.m., with Dr. Hall, 
injected sixteen c.c. of anti-toxin ; this was on the 4th February, 
with much membrane. February 5th, injected eight C.C. of anti
toxin, throat about as yesterday. February 6th, membrane fast dis- 

appearing. February 7th, membrane all gone. *
February 8th. Paid last visit ; patient’s throat only showed 

a little lividity. In this case, as in my other cases, I believed that 
the speedy improvement was due in a very great measure to the 
injections. ** j .

Dr. Bray says Anti toxin should be used early, and he is satis- 

it cuts short the disease and causes the membranes to 
disappear much more quickly than when other remedies are used to 

its exclusion, in laryngeal cases, so far as his experience goes, it is I 

almost a specific. Has sèen no ill eflects follow its mes ai
treatment, and in <

use. Of course
stimulants, iron and other remedies should be given as well.
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one only contracted the disease three weeks after the injection. 
Most of the cases treated 
ment :
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have been 
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of long stand 
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Should th 

Ordinarily, w 
is one typical 

occur in text 1 
bedside the pic

quite serious. They say of the treat - 
—“ We are thoroughly satisfied that it is a marvellous remedy, 

if used early in the disease.” They used from fifteen to twenty-five 

c.c. at an injection ; only twelve of the cases had a second injec
tion of ten c.c. ; no albuminuria follows the use of the injection ; 
urticaria followed in six cases, paresis in

Our experience in Chatham is thus :—Thirty-nine cases treated 
with the diphtheria anti-toxin serum, out of forty-nine reported in 
four months One death from laryngeal stenosis three hours after 

the injection should not be considered, for the patient was practically 
dead before the iujection. Thirty-eight cases then without a death

were

one case.
can <

cast

is a good record. Of these six were laryngeal cases, two at least of 
which would have died in a short time, I am convinced, with any 
other form of treatment. Twelve cases were followed by an urticaria 

of short duration, two by painful swelling of the joints, which dii-
The prompi 

follicular tonsi
appeared in a few days, and one by paresis. The after symptoms 
are not severe and should not stand in the way of its adoption. 
Albuminuria is not caused by, nor increased by, its use. I used it 

myself in a case of diphtheria which developed in a twelve-year-old 
child, who had been for eight months suffering with chronic nephritis. 
Careful observations were made. The amount of albumen did not
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diphtheria, but died three weeks after of nephritis. The remedy is 
endorsed and praised by every physician in Chatham who has used 
it for treatment. The amount injected first was in no case less thin 

twelve cc. or greater than twenty-five c.c. ; second injections 
were given in the majority of cases.

Most of the serum used was purchased through the Provinciil 
Board of Health ; some was imported from Berlin by Colonel Bishop, I 

U. 8. Consul at Chatham, an enthusiastic student of hygiene ands 
believer in the efficacy of diphtheria anti-toxin serum, and some fros I
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182 EXPERIENCE WITH SERUM THERAPY IN DIPHTHERIA.

It is my firm conviction &om even my limited experience that 

we have in this treatment of the disease with the serum, good 
quality, sufficient and early use, under proper antiseptic precau
tions, a remedy that will take from this terrible scourge its terrors, 
and make it one of the dangers passed, one of the victories won by 
science over disease.
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will breathe easier if I assured that there ie not present in thvjfr 
audience a member of the Society for' Prevention of Cruelty to 
Animals, otherwise I might be ordered under immediate

“ If you will bear with me for a few minutes longer I will tell you 
tale of unrequited love. I have for a long time felt

am
is the Croe 
$2,725 oft 
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/ arrest.
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a •great

curiosity to know just what the Medical Health Officer received for 
his services, and how long a so-called Christian people would stand 
by and see him grow fat on 'he east wind.

rej

our

“ For the Pnrpose of getting information on this subject, I recently 
addressed a circular to thirty-five cities and towns in the Dominion 
having a population of 5,000 and upwards. Replies from twenty, 

seven of these give Medical Health Officers’ salaries ranging from 
zero to $3,000 :—

1 gives i
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2,400
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1 <«
.
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“The last of these, no doubt, are men who have discovered 

pabulum other than bread and butter on which to sustain life is 
this cold, cold world.

“ The aggregate sum paid to Medical Health Officers is $11,496. 
The Inspectors fare a little letter. There

manage to maintain the dignity of their office on no salary. The 
whole sum paid Inspectors is $25,326. But it is the secretary wh»

some
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(g) He shall superintend the Inspector of Nuisances.
(A) He shall inspect meat, fish, vegetables, etc., personally if the 

occasion demands it.
(i) He shall examine into all classes of offensive trades within 

the district, as factories, dairies, cow-sheds, milk-shops.
(j) He shall report of all matters from time to time, giving stich 

returns of outbreaks and causes as is possible.
(k) He shall report to the Central Board any dangerous out- 

break, and annually on all matters, including schools.
In France the district Councils of Hygiene are charged in 

addition to such as above, specifically
(l) With po>ers for formulating^ plans for the suppression of

epizooticXdieeases of animals.
(2) The spread of vaccination.
(3) The care of the indigent sick.
(4) Local inspection of hospitals, asylums, prisons, etc.
(5) Construction of public buildings, as schools, prisons, reser

ves, cemeteries. ' •
Obtain statistics of mortality, morbidity, topographical

186
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This is certainly a verjr liberal bill of fare for a local health 

authority, and one cannot fail to think that if such matters demand 
public attention. *t all, they will demand not only all the time, but 
all the energies and intelligence of a Medical Officer of Health with 

accomplishments of no mean order.
If we group the work we see that it includes :—
1. General inspection. Wjth regard to drainage, an officer 

iwnst know accurately about soils and ground water j *ith regard to 
mill ponds, steading water, and organic deposits and refuse, he must 
be in a position to positively state what conditions are and have been 

proved, scientifically, positively injurious and give his reasons.
Suppression of contagious disease. He must have method 

and nerve enough to see that dangerous contagious diseases sre

con-
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5. The regular supervision of the public water supply of the 
district, and the control of drains, sewers, as regards the direct effects 

' upon health, from sewer-gas in streets, etc., and the disposal of 

excreta. < •
Enough then has been indicated to show that the work to be 

done is extended and of a most exacting character. At present wez 
have this work distributed over the municipalities as given in th 
following table :— [ . /

1894._Table showing-numbsr Boards of Health and Health Officers
to population in Ontario.
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active and efficient medical
192

r attendant upon the appointment of an
health officer for every municipality, any county council may appomt 
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9. He would, through hie inspectors, be able to obtain an accurate 
Registration of mortality and morbidity statistics, and thus supply „ 
(the only means by which we shall ever be able to adequately inter
pret local condition» in their effect upon the public health.

' I am afraid to add further details, for fear that we shall not be 
able-to find anyone to apply for such onerous positions i-M^urely 

ilied to illustrate what I believe the situation 
y good reasons why this Association should 

J (he attainment of the end in view.
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Where, it may be asked, shall we now find men fitted to do this 
work, or schools provided with means for their instruction and train-

led to the conclusion that none of our medicaling 1 On enquiry, I 
schools are supplying such training as would be required by such 
positions ; but, in justice to them, it must be stated that there have 
not hitherto been any such positions to look forwsrd to which 

could profitably devote their time in preparing for.

am

young men
I learn that in two, at any rate, of. the medical schools in Toronto, ■ 

short courses of bacteriology are given ; and I have little doubt but | 

that special chemical courses in water analysis, etc., would be inati I 
tuted if demanded. We have, in addition, in the provincial labor» I 

of work which could readily be made available for I
tory, a centre.
giving practical direction to such courses of instruction.

Remembering the starting point of our public health work, some

thirteen years ago, and the achievements which, even
all have been familiar with, have been

under the im

perfect conditions which we 
attained, I do not believe you will think me too sanguine if I look 
upon this work as an accomplished fact within this the second decsde 
of organized public health wo*. Most here are more familiar than I 
myself with the crude chara^lr of the educational system of the| 

Province prior to our present system of county inspection and orgem 
zation under a provincial department, and this, too, in a matter u 
old as the centuries. Have we not a right to expect not only th.t
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